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Abstract
Agile software development has challenged the traditional ways of delivering
software as it provides a very different approach to software development. In
recent decades, software process improvement (SPI) has been widely studied in
the context of traditional software development, and its strengths and
weaknesses have been recognised. As organisations increasingly adopt agile
software development methodologies to be used alongside traditional
methodologies, new challenges and opportunities for SPI are also emerging. One
challenge is that traditional SPI methods often emphasise the continuous
improvement of organisational software development processes, whereas the
principles of agile software development focus on iterative adaptation and
improvement of the activities of individual software development teams to
increase effectiveness.
The focus of this thesis is twofold. The first goal is to study how agile software
development teams can conduct SPI, according to the values, principles and
practices of agile software development, in tandem with the success factors of
traditional SPI. The second goal is to study how the team-centred SPI of agile
software development and the traditional view of organisational improvement
can be integrated to co-exist in a mutually-beneficial manner in software
development organisations. The main research methodology in this thesis is
action research (AR). The empirical data is taken from six agile software
development case projects. The results of this research have been published in a
total of seven conference, and journal, papers.
The principal result of the study of project level SPI is an Iterative Improvement
Process which provides systematic, yet agile, SPI mechanisms for agile software
development teams. This process iteratively evolved during the series of case
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projects. The empirical evidence of the project level research demonstrates the
ability and willingness of agile software development teams to iteratively
improve their daily working practices by making minor and simple, yet effective
and visible, improvements during their projects. The research data further
indicates the positive effect of iterative team reflection on the satisfaction of
project teams, and confirms the need for systematic mechanisms to carry out SPI
activities in agile project teams. Furthermore, the data shows that external
support for the improvement activities proved to be highly significant for the
success of SPI within agile project teams.
The study of organizational SPI initially focused on integrating agile software
development and continuous improvement of existing organisational practices.
Arising from this stage, several changes to traditional SPI activities were
suggested in order to establish a mutually-beneficial co-existence between
organisational SPI stakeholders and agile software development teams. During
the research a framework for deploying agile practices in organisations was
developed. In this novel framework, the Iterative Improvement Process provides
a mechanism for feedback between the agile software development teams and
continuous organisational improvement activities. The research data further
indicates that documented and validated knowledge arising from the Iterative
Improvement Processes of agile software development teams can be beneficial
in other contexts, such as in analysing and establishing future SPI initiatives in
software development organisations.
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“Why worry, there should be laughter after pain
There should be sunshine after rain
These things have always been the same
So why worry now?”
- Mark Knopfler -
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1. Introduction
In the introduction, the background of the research, its focus, research questions
and the structure of the thesis are presented.

1.1 Background
Software process improvement (SPI) has been extensively studied in the past
few decades. In traditional SPI methods and approaches (e.g., Basili 1994, Basili
& Caldiera 1994, SEI 2001), the aspect of organisational improvement has
usually been placed in a central role, due to the fact that the planning and control
of the SPI initiatives are managed by the organisational stakeholders. The
reported positive effects of SPI methods and approaches include reducing timeto-market, risks and costs, and increasing the productivity and quality in
software development organisations (Krasner 1999, van Solingen & Berghout
1999). However, various negative effects have also been encountered, e.g.
regarding the cost-effectiveness of SPI initiatives, their actual effectiveness in
improving the software development practices of organisations, the volume of
the effort needed to implement SPI initiatives and the low speed at which visible
and concrete results are achieved (Dybå 2000, Goldensen & Herbsleb 1995,
Krasner 1999). In fact, it has been reported that around two-thirds of SPI
traditional initiatives fail to achieve their intended goals (Debou 1999).
From the mid-1990s onwards, agile software development principles and
methodologies have been increasingly challenging the traditional view of
software development. A Forrester Study (Schwaber & Fichera 2005) indicates
that 14% of North American and European companies are already using agile
software development processes, and 19% are interested in adopting them or
planning to do so. In addition, the study reports that while the interest in, and
awareness of, agile software development is increasing, so is the confusion about
what it really means to “go agile” (Schwaber & Fichera 2005, p. 1).
The values and principles of the agile manifesto (Agile Alliance 2001) identify
the central elements of agility that should be embedded in any method claiming
to be agile. Although the research and methodologies of SPI are still limited in
agile software development, SPI has been given a central role in the agile
13

manifesto principles (Agile Alliance 2001). One of the twelve principles states
that agile teams should regularly reflect on their work in order to become more
effective, while another principle addresses the self-organisation of teams. Thus,
the fundamentals of agile software development address the improvement and
management of software development practices within individual teams. Agile
software development provides a highly untraditional approach to SPI, in which
the process improvement knowledge of software developers and software
development teams is acknowledged and valued. Currently, however, while
numerous agile software development methodologies encourage project teams to
carry out regular reflection, the means for doing so seems to be undefined.
Agile software development provides new possibilities for conducting SPI,
which may well provide grounds for meeting some of the central challenges of
traditional SPI.

1.2 Focus of Research
Two specific perspectives can be identified in this research at project level and at
organisational level. Firstly, the project level SPI of this research examines the
regular process adaptation activities in individual agile software development
teams, emphasised in the principles of agile software development. In this
respect, this thesis aims to identify how process adaptation can be conducted in a
manner that complies with the fundamentals of agile software development
(Agile Alliance 2001) while also fulfilling the criteria of successful SPI methods
(Komi-Sirviö 2004).
Secondly, from the organisational viewpoint, this research focuses on how the
regular SPI activities of individual agile project teams can be integrated into
traditional organisational SPI mechanisms. In this respect, this thesis examines
how agile software development teams, focusing on the immediate improvement
of their daily working practices, can co-operate in a mutually-beneficial manner
with the organisational SPI stakeholders who, in turn, are concerned with the
continuous improvement of organisational software processes. Another
organisational perspective in this study is to examine how the process adaptation
of agile software development teams can benefit the organisational deployment
of agile software development methodologies.
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1.3 Research Problem
Due to the explanatory nature of the case studies of the research, the form of the
research questions addresses the aspect of “how” (Yin 2003). The literature
review, conducted at the beginning of the research, revealed the importance of
SPI, visible also in the agile principles (Agile Alliance 2001) in their
encouragement for regular team reflection of agile software development teams
in order for them to become more effective. Although such SPI activities had
been addressed especially on the project level of agile software development, a
very limited amount of empirical evidence or methods had been put forward.
Therefore, the first research problem is:
Q.1.

How to conduct SPI in individual agile software development teams?

In the SPI literature, the central and underlying tenet has traditionally been the
continuous improvement of organisational processes in software development
organisations (Zahran 1998). The literature review, however, revealed that this
aspect of SPI principle has not been considered in agile software development.
Thus, this study had to examine how traditional SPI, grounded on organisational
improvement, and the iterative and ongoing improvement of individual agile
software development teams could be adjusted and integrated to co-exist in a
mutually-beneficial manner in software development organisations. Therefore,
the second research problem is:
Q.2.

How to integrate the agile SPI activities of individual project teams
into traditional continuous organisational SPI activities?

In this thesis, this question includes the related aspects of continuous
improvement of existing organisational practices, and the deployment of agile
methodologies in organisations.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The focus of this research is defined in section 1 of the thesis, in section 2 the
related work is discussed. The related work consists of two main areas: 1) the
models of software development (section 2.1) including the so-called plan-
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driven and iterative approaches, and 2) traditional SPI elements (section 2.3). In
this thesis, there are six main elements identified in the core of SPI:
organisational models of SPI, standard processes and assessments, process
tailoring, process deployment, measurement, and also experience, knowledge
and learning. Agile software development is defined as a part of iterative
software development and is defined in more detail in section 2.2. The
traditional mechanisms of SPI are discussed mainly to provide a background and
reference to discuss the beliefs and the differences between SPI in agile and
traditional software development. However, as the traditional SPI mechanisms
are not the direct focus of this study, nor have they been been applied in the
research as such, a thorough analysis of traditional SPI mechanisms and their
practical implementation has been left out of the discussion.
In section 3, there is a discussion of how the traditional elements of SPI have
currently been addressed in the context of agile software development. In
addition, the differences between SPI in the contexts of traditional and agile
software development are summarised and discussed.
In section 4, the research design is described and it presents the different phases
of the case studies as identified by Yin (2003). In section 4.1, the different
research approaches and methods of the research are defined, i.e., literature
review (i.e., preliminary study), case study (i.e., case project I), and AR (Action
Research) (i.e., case projects II–VI). As a central part of this research, the
application of AR characteristics – as identified by Lau (1999) – is described in
section 4.1.3, and the application of the five high-level cycles of AR – as
identified by Susman and Evered (1978) – is presented in section 4.1.4. The
research setting is defined in section 4.2 and sets out the context and
organisation of the research. In addition, the collection, storage and analysis of
the empirical evidence, as well as the reporting of the results of the research (i.e.,
publication process of Papers I–VII) are addressed in the research design section
of this thesis.
In section 5, the validity of the research and the evaluation of the research results
are discussed. Section 6. presents a summary of the research results, the
limitations of the research and outlines future research avenues. The seven
original papers of this research are included as the final part of the thesis.
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2. Related Work
In this section, the literature related to the topic of this thesis is reviewed. Firstly,
in order to situate the position of agile software development among the other
software development approaches, sub-section 2.1 includes a discussion of the
evolution of the central process models used in software development. In this
thesis, the software development models are divided into traditional, plan-driven
models and iterative, change-driven models. In addition, the background and
fundamentals of agile software development are defined in section 2.2. In
section 2.3.1, the different elements of SPI are discussed, as defined in the
context of traditional software development.

2.1 Process Models of Software Development
The primary function of software development process models is to “determine
the order of the stages involved in software development and evolution and to
establish the transition criteria for progressing from one stage to the next”
(Boehm 1988, p. 61). During the history of software development, different
models and approaches have been suggested for tackling the complexity and
uncertainty of software development. Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of
process models in the past decades. As can be seen in the y-axis of Figure 1, it
has also been suggested that the evolution of software development models
originates from the problems of ad hoc programming that, at first, led towards
traditional plan-driven models and towards iterative change-driven models of
software development. The original meaning of the Latin term ‘ad hoc’ refers to
a methodology that has been designed for a special purpose (ad hoc = ‘for the
purpose of’). However, in this context – as often in software engineering
literature (e.g., Basili & Reiter 1981) – the term ‘ad hoc’ is used to refer to the
low degree of methodological discipline. It should also be noted that the
positioning of the different software development models on the y-axis in Figure 1
is illustrative rather than scientific.
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Figure 1. The Evolution of Software Process Models.
In the following sub-sections, the evolution of software development process
models is discussed in more detail.

2.1.1 Plan-Driven Models for Software Development
The plan-driven approaches of software development have been defined as
document-driven, code-driven, and traditional process models (Boehm 1988). As
the names suggest, a common feature for the plan-driven process models is their
emphasis on defining the scope, schedule, and costs of the project upfront
including, for example, an early fixing stage and extensive documentation of the
end product requirements. One common characteristic could also be the recurrence
of the software development phases only once during the development process,
i.e., with only hints of iterativity (Larman & Basili 2003). In the following sections
of this thesis, the process models of this category will be referred to as traditional
software development.
The two-step process model of code-and-fix, used in the early days of software
development, resulted in difficulties that necessitated explicit sequencing of the
phases of software development (Boehm 1988). In particular, the need to design
prior to coding, to define requirements prior to design, and the need for early
preparation for testing and modification were identified (Boehm 1988). One of
the first models to rise to that challenge was the stagewise model as early as in
18

the middle of the 1950s (Benington 1983). This model evolved from the
problems caused by the increasing size of software programs, which could not
be handled by a single programmer (Benington 1983).
In 1968, the NATO Science Committee held a software engineering conference
in Garmisch, Germany, where the “software crisis“, or “software gap”, was
discussed (NATO Science Committee 1969). A standardisation of the software
development process with an emphasis on quality, costs, and development
practices was the key recommendation of the conference (Lycett et al. 2003).
Soon after this, as a refinement of the stepwise model, the waterfall model was
introduced. The early version of the waterfall model was introduced in 1970 by
Royce (1970) and it has since evolved into a concept consisting of the sequential
phases of requirements analysis, design, and development (Larman & Basili
2003). According to Boehm (1988), the waterfall model provided two main
advances over the stepwise model: it introduced prototyping to parallel the
stages of requirements analysis and design, and provided feedback loops
between the sequential stages. It should also be noted that, already in the early
waterfall model of Royce (1970), it had been realised that it might be necessary
to first build a pilot model of the system, i.e., to conduct two cycles of
development and to obtain feedback to adjust the model. Thus, hints of
iterativity in the model can be seen yet “this iterative feedback-based step has
been lost in most descriptions of this model, although it is clearly not classic
IID” (Larman & Basili 2003, p. 48). Today, the waterfall model has been
adopted for most software acquisition standards in government and industry
(Boehm 1988). While the waterfall model has solved various core problems in
software development, it also includes features not appropriate for every
software development context (Boehm 1988). One central problem of the
waterfall model has been identified as its “emphasis on fully elaborated
documents as completion criteria for early requirements and design phases”
(Boehm 1988, p. 63).
The V-Model can be considered a variation of the waterfall model. The original
V-Model includes similar phases to the waterfall model but its phases are not
defined as a linear activity but form a V-shape. The V-Model first became a
standard for German civil and military federal agencies in 1997, as a result of the
Development Standards for IT Systems of the Federal Republic of Germany. In
this model, the Coding- phase is situated in the intersection of the V, while the
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software design – software verification, system design – system verification, and
requirements engineering – system validation form the crescent counterparts
each side of the V-shape. The model emphasises traceability between the
requirements, design and implementation. The latter version of the V-Model, i.e.
V-Modell® XT (KBSt – Federal Government Co-Ordination and Advisory
Agency 2004), however, has been extended to cover the entire system life-cycle
and aims to be compatible with standards such as CMMI and to increase the
scalability and adaptability of the model. In addition, the later version of the VModel also perceives the possibility of conducting a series of subsequent Vcycles which increases the possibility of applying the model in a more iterative
manner.
More commonly, it has been argued, that “no life-cycle scheme, even with
variations, can be applied to all system development” (McCracken & Jackson
1982, p. 30). On the other hand, according to the survey study of Fitzgerald
(1998), despite numerous existing software development methodologies, as
much as 60% of software development organizations do not apply any
development methodologies. An additional problem has been identified in using
a disciplined approach to software development which is that, “rather than
focusing on the end (the development of software), developers become
pre-occupied with the means (the software development method)” (Fitzgerald et
al. 2004, p. 65). In practice, the result may be the disparity between the
organisational software development process and its actual implementation in
the software development teams (Fitzgerald 1997).
Another dilemma identified among plan-driven approaches to software
development, is the pursuit of certainty. The up-front requirements definition,
and locking of the project scope, leads to contracts and decisions based on
estimations of costs, time and resources. However, such estimates have been
found to be highly prone to uncertainty (Morien 2005). Nonetheless, the success
of software projects is often measured against these estimates as it may be
appealing, from the viewpoint of both an acquirer and supplier, to agree fixed
costs, scope and schedule for the project up-front. However, it has been stated
that “certainty is a myth and is the most uncertain part of any project” (Morien
2005, p. 519). In fact, it could be argued that the quest for certainty, in both time
and money, may not only fail to pay off in these respects but may also seriously
affect the quality of the end product.
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It can be argued that the plan-driven models of software development can and
should be applied in a dynamic way by repeating the phases or even the entire
process, if necessary. However, the original purpose of these process models
was not to welcome changes during the development, but rather to try to fix
factors, such as scope, time and money, up-front in order to eliminate change
which was considered a risk factor.

2.1.2 Iterative Change-Driven Models for Software Development
The central software development models, developed after the waterfall model,
seem to have the common aim of enabling, at least to some degree, the evolution
of product requirements during the process of software development. This
contributed one main modification to the earlier software development models:
the adoption of the iterative and incremental approach. Iterative development
refers to the overall lifecycle model in which the software is built in several
iterations in sequence (Larman 2004). According to Larman, each iteration can
be considered as a mini-project in which the activities of requirements analysis,
design, implementation and testing are conducted in order to produce a subset of
the final system, often resulting in internal iteration release. An iteration release
has been defined as “a stable, integrated and tested partially complete system”
(Larman 2004, p. 10). Incremental development involves adding functionality to
a system over several releases, i.e., a repeated delivery of a system into the
market or production. Thus, one incremental delivery may be composed of
several iterations. A development approach where the system is developed in
several iterations is called iterative and incremental development (IID), yet it is
often referred to as iterative development. (Larman 2004)
Even though agile software development has recently brought the IID approach
of developing software into the spotlight, the history of these approaches is, in
fact, considerably longer (Larman & Basili 2003). Many of the earlier changedriven approaches have adopted the ideologies of prototyping, for example,
where the first early prototype gradually evolves into the final software product
with no formal specifications or co-operation with the customer (McCracken &
Jackson 1982). Among the first models that focused on increasing the possibility
of determining product improvements throughout the development process, was
the evolutionary development (Evo) model. This concept was first introduced in
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1981 (Gilb 1981) and has been expanded by Gilb (1988, 2005). This method
suggested an iterative development approach in which the product increment
was understood as a delivery to the real customer rather than a prototype (Gilb
1981). While evolutionary delivery also lacks plans for future deliveries, it does
attempt to capture feedback to guide future deliveries. This is in contrast to
“pure” incremental delivery where the plan is drafted for several future
deliveries and feedback is not the sole driving force (Larman 2004).
The evolutionary model was followed by the transform model (Balzer et al.
1983), which is also based on the iterative development model and on adjusting
the product during the development. The transform model, however, had a
strong emphasis on product specifications due to its ideology of focusing on
automatic transformation of specifications into code (Boehm 1988). This
approach had its origin in the problems of the earlier software development
models producing “spaghetti code”, which was difficult to modify and maintain
(Boehm 1988).
The spiral model of the late 1980s (Boehm 1988) typically consists of four
iteratively repeatable steps: 1) determining the objectives, alternatives, and
constraints, 2) evaluating alternatives, and identifying and resolving risks,
3) development and verification, and 4) planning the next phase. Boehm (1988)
defined the spiral model as a risk-driven approach for software development. In
the spiral model, the iteratively evaluated strategy for resolving the risks of the
next spiral has an effect on the choice of the software development approaches
to be adopted. Depending on the risks, the spiral model then allows the adoption
of any mixture of development approached, such as prototyping or elements
from the specification-oriented waterfall approach modified to incremental
development. According to Boehm, the risk-driven approach also means that the
results of each risk analysis activity has an effect on the amount of time and
effort allocated to the different development activities in the following spiral,
while also influencing the required level of completeness, formality, or
granularity of product specifications. (Boehm 1988)
Agile software development, which emerged in the mid-1990s, can also be
classified as an iterative and change-driven software development approach. It
could be argued that at present there is no common agile process model with
specified phases, but there is rather a set of fundamentals (Agile Alliance 2001)
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common to the methods claiming to be agile. However, Extreme Programming
(XP) (Beck 2000), which is probably the best-known among the first agile
methodologies, contains an underlying process model for agile software
development that has been adopted and adapted by its successors. Figure 2
illustrates how Beck (1999) has compared the agile development model of XP
with the waterfall model and with the iterative processes.
Waterfall

Iterative

XP

Analysis

Design

Time

Implementation

Test

Figure 2. Process Models in Comparison (Beck 1999).
The simplified illustration of the different software development models (Figure 2)
provides an overview of the suggested differences between the models.
According to Beck (1999), XP aims at blending the activities of analysis, design,
implementation and testing, a little at a time, throughout the entire software
development process. The common feature of agile methods is the recognition
that software development cannot be considered to be a defined process, but
rather an empirical (or nonlinear) one due to the constant changes that are
welcomed during the development of the software product (Williams &
Cockburn 2003).
According to Larman, “in modern iterative methods, the recommended length of
one iteration is between one and six weeks”, (Larman 2004, p. 11) whereas the
“incremental deliveries are often between three and twelve months” (Larman
2004, p. 20). The principles of agile development suggest a short (i.e., from two
weeks to two months) duration of the development iterations. Evo also promotes
relatively short delivery cycles of few weeks (Larman 2004). Similarly as in the
evolutionary model, agile methods also consider the term “iterative” as referring
to evolutionary advancement of the product rather than just rework (Larman &
Basili 2003).
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Agile software development is discussed in more detail in section 2.2.

2.2 Agile Software Development
In this section, the background, fundamentals and current status of agile software
development are discussed.

2.2.1 History and Fundamentals of Agile Software Development
The emergence of agile methodologies can be said to have begun in the mid1990s, when software methodologies and techniques such as Extreme
Programming (XP) (Beck 1999), Scrum (Schwaber 1995), eXtreme testing
(Jeffries 1999), Crystal Family of Methodologies (Cockburn 1998), Dynamic
Systems Development Method (DSDM) (Stapleton 2003), Adaptive Software
Development (ASD) (Highsmith 2000), and Feature-Driven Development
(FDD) (Coad et al. 1999) began to emerge. The emergence of agile
methodologies is defined in more detail in, for example, (Abrahamsson et al.
2002, Abrahamsson et al. 2003).
The ideologies of agile software development can be traced back to lean
manufacturing in the 1940s as well as agile manufacturing in the early 1990s.
Lean manufacturing is based on the fundamentals of short-cycle time, reduced
setup, multi-skilling and flow being in place while driving out waste in time,
activity, inventory and space (Ross & Francis 2003). The essence of the agile
approach in manufacturing has been summarised as “the ability of an enterprise
to thrive in an environment of rapid and unpredictable change” (Gould 1997,
p. 28). While the debate between the actual differences of lean and agile is still
going on in the manufacturing sector (e.g., James 2005), the central ideologies of
both can be found in the fundamentals and methodologies of agile software
development. For example, in Lean Software Development (Poppendieck &
Poppendieck 2003) the lean principles are integrated with agile practices.
In software development, the agile “movement” was launched in 2001 when the
various originators and practitioners of these methodologies met to identify the
common aspects of these methods that both combined old and new ideas, and
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clearly shared some particular ideologies in common. As a result, the Manifesto
for Agile Software Development was drafted and the term "agile" was chosen to
combine the methods and techniques that would share the values and principles
of agile software development. The values and principles of the Agile Manifesto
(Agile Alliance 2001) set out the central elements of agility that should be
embedded in any method claiming to be agile. The agile manifesto emphasises
the agile values listed below on the left, while the items listed below on the right
are still considered valuable too:
“Individuals and interactions

over

processes and tools

Working software

over

comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration

over

contract negotiation

Responding to change

over

following a plan”

The twelve principles of agile software development (Agile Alliance 2001) are:
1) the highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous
delivery of valuable software, 2) the welcoming of changing requirements, even
late in development, for the benefit of the customer’s competitive advantage,
3) frequent delivery of working software, the release cycle ranging from a
couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference for a shorter timescale,
4) daily collaboration of business people and developers throughout the project,
5) building of projects around motivated individuals by offering them an
appropriate environment and the support they need, and trusting them to get the
job done, 6) emphasis on face-to-face conversation for conveying information
and within a development team, 7) working software is the primary measure of
progress, 8) agile processes promote a sustainable development pace for the
sponsors, developers, and users, 9) continuous attention to technical excellence
and good design enhances agility, 10) simplicity is essential for maximising the
amount of work not having to be done, 11) self-organising teams give best
results in terms of architectures, requirements, and designs, 12) regular reflection
of teams on how to become more effective, and tuning and adjusting its
behaviour accordingly. The principles of agile software development can be
considered as fundamental ideologies that should be embedded in the practices
of any software development method claiming to be agile.
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The core features of agility that should be embedded in any true agile method
have been further specified as follows: iterative development of several cycles,
incremental development, ability and permittance of teams to self-organise and
determine the management of work, and emergence of processes, principles, and
work structures during the project (Boehm & Turner 2003a). In addition, the
active involvement of users in requirements and planning, and the importance of
tacit knowledge are identified as further important elements of agile software
development (Boehm & Turner 2003a).
Essentially, many of the ideologies behind the agile software development
methods are not – nor have they been claimed to be – new. Many of these
ideologies and related agile software development methodologies have roots in,
for example, the preceeding iterative methodologies (Abrahamsson et al. 2003)
and agile and lean industrial product development (Poppendieck & Poppendieck
2003). In addition, it has been widely acknowledged prior to the agile movement
that the different methods of software development are far from being neutral
and universally applicable (Malouin & Landry 1983). Benington, among many
others, has earlier considered top-down programming and specification as highly
misleading and dangerous, as it assumes that enough detailed knowledge is
available up-front to precisely know the objectives before producing a single line
of code, and because it erroneously parallels the software development to the
manufacturing industry (Benington 1983). Furthermore, the positive effect of
regular employee involvement in operating decisions and a high degree of
responsibility for overall performance in high team spirit, loyalty, and
motivation have also already been recognised among production workers
(Deming 1990). Neither has the iterative or incremental mode of software
development been invented only by agile proponents, but it has a long history in
software development (see Larman & Basili 2003). However, the agile software
development approach has accomplished a novel mixture of old and new
software development principles that have been gaining increasing interest
among practitioners and researchers alike. Williams and Cockburn suggest that
the novelty of agile software development is, “if anything, the bundling of the
techniques into a theoretical and practical framework” (Williams & Cockburn
2003, p. 40).
In conclusion, the fundamentals of agile software development propose a very
different view to the certainty aspect in the software development process,
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compared to the plan-driven approaches (see 2.1.1.). In agile software
development, the uncertainty of schedule, scope and budget of any software
development project can be considered as an baseline assumption. Thus, agile
software development methodologies can be regarded as a means of responding
to the uncertainty of software development, rather than as a means of achieving
certainty.

2.2.2 Current Status of Agile Software Development
Currently, there is considerable discussion in scientific forums both in favour
and against agile methodologies. The early agile methodologies, especially,
received criticism for the lack of scientific evidence (Abrahamsson et al. 2002,
Lindvall et al. 2002), and their suitability only for software development
contexts where small and co-located teams were producing non-safety-critical
products with volatile requirements (Williams & Cockburn 2003).
Since the early days of agile software development, an increasing amount of
interest has been paid to agile methods, by both practitioners and researchers,
thus creating a growing body of empirical data on the different aspects of agile
software development. Apart from the individual methods and practices of agile
software development, problematic issues have arisen, such as the scalability of
agile software development for large and multisite projects (e.g., Eckstein 2004,
Lindvall et al. 2004) and the compatibility of agile methods with existing
standards (Lycett et al. 2003, Paulk 2001, Reifer 2003). Recently, the
organisational and business aspects of agility have been receiving more attention
(e.g., Baskerville et al. 2005, Coplien & Harrison 2005, Oleson 1998).
Accordingly, the early agile methods and techniques have been evolving and are
being updated – e.g., XP (Beck & Andres 2004), Scrum (Schwaber 2004,
Schwaber & Beedle 2002), Crystal (Cockburn 2005), Test-Driven Development
(TDD) (Beck 2003), and DSDM (DSDMConsortium 2003).
Currently, as more empirical evidence on the agile methodologies is available, it
seems that the main arquments for and against their use is nowadays not so
much about their benefits, but rather about the need to extend their scope and
adapt them to organisations with established and mature plan-driven processes
(e.g., Boehm & Turner 2005). For instance, it has been suggested that one major
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problem in adopting agile methodologies can be found in balancing the currently
dominating engineering ideologies and methodologies of manageable,
predictable and repeatable processes with agile software development methods,
which again embrace self-organisation, process adaptation and constant changes
(Table 5) (Lycett et al. 2003). Balancing the two approaches has been suggested
in order to benefit from their strengths, and to compensate for their weaknesses
(Boehm & Turner 2003b).
In addition, there has been some confusion regarding the relationship between ad
hoc coding and agile software development. It has been proposed that one reason
for this confusion is the piecemeal approach of agile software development
(Highsmith & Cockburn 2001). For instance, quality in design in agile software
development is prioritised in ongoing design done in smaller chunks instead of
massive up-front design of the system (Highsmith & Cockburn 2001). In fact,
the existing agile methodologies, such as Scrum for agile project management
and XP for implementation of software, all seem to propose a rather disciplined
approach to conducting the tasks of software development. In addition, studies
(e.g., Kähkönen & Abrahamsson 2004, Nawrocki et al. 2001, Paulk 2001)
indicate that by adopting different agile methods and practices, individual agile
software development teams can accomplish a methodology that meets with the
goals of CMMI level 2. However, there still seems to be a need to extend agile
methodologies in order to meet, for example, CMMI requirements related to
more organisational level practices.

2.3 Software Process Improvement
A software process can be defined as “the sequence of steps required to develop
or maintain software” (Humphrey 1995, p. 4), aiming at providing the “technical
and management framework for applying methods, tools, and people to the
software task” (Humphrey 1995, p. 5). However, even the most exquisitely
defined and managed process may still not meet the context specific needs and
objectives of software development organisations and customers regarding, for
example, performance, stability, compliance and capability (Florac et al. 2000).
Thus, Software Process Improvement (SPI) aims at providing software
development organisations with mechanisms for evaluating their existing
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processes, identifying possibilities for improving as well as implementing and
evaluating the impact of improvements (Florac et al. 2000).
In this section, firstly, the different SPI mechanisms of traditional software
development (2.3.1) are discussed. Thereafter, there is a discussion on how SPI
is currently addressed in the context of agile software development (3).
Representing the central focus of this research, the emphasis of section 3 is on
the current process tailoring mechanisms of agile software development (3.1.1.3)
and how they are in line with the critical success factors (Komi-Sirviö 2004) of
traditional SPI. In the conclusions section, there is a discussion on how SPI in
traditional and agile software engineering relate to each other.

2.3.1 Traditional Elements of SPI
Traditionally, the ultimate goal of SPI in organisations is to provide a Return on
Investment (ROI) for the organisation through the improvement activities
yielding more money than is spent on them (Rico 2004). ROI has been reported
for various SPI achievements, such as improved efficiency of the development
process and reduction of total software costs, increased quality of the end
product, higher predictability of cost and schedule, and increased level of reuse
(Krasner 1999). The focus on quality in SPI is based on the fundamental
ideology that quality-driven development is likely to yield “not only better
quality but also lower cost and improvement of competitive position” (Deming
1990, p. 181).
One of the characteristics of SPI, as traditionally defined, is its emphasis on the
continuous improvement of organisational software development processes in
terms of performance, stability, compliance, and capability, for instance. Often
the existing SPI methods and approaches seem to enhance the underlying
business goals and needs in the improvement of organisational software
development processes. Florac, for instance, identifies one of the SPI objectives
as planning, justifying, and implementing SPI actions that modify the processes
to better meet the business needs (Florac et al. 2000). Traditionally, SPI
initiatives are also strictly controlled and managed by the organisational
stakeholders (Boehm & Turner 2003b).
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In this thesis, six different elements are identified in the context of traditional
SPI: the organisational models of continuous improvement, standard processes
and assessments, tailoring, deployment, measurement, and the utilization of
knowledge and learning in SPI. In the following sub-sections, these aspects of
SPI are discussed in more detail.
2.3.1.1 Organisational SPI Models
A number of different improvement frameworks are used to support continuous,
top-down SPI in organisations, such as Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP)
(Basili 1989), IDEALSM (McFeeley 1996), and ISO/IEC 15504 Part 7 (ISO/IEC
1998). These frameworks provide organisational procedures for conducting SPI
initiatives in a cyclical and ongoing fashion.
QIP was introduced to provide software development organisations with
process-focused mechanisms to improve the quality and productivity of software
(Basili 1989). The QIP framework originates from the quality improvement
paradigms of the manufacturing industry (Basili & Caldiera 1995), such as the
Shewart-Deming cycle (Deming 1990) and its derivative Total Quality Control
(TQC) (Feigenbaum 1991, Ishikawa 1985). These methods aim at providing “an
effective system for integrating the quality-development, quality-maintenance,
and quality-improvement efforts of the various groups in an organisation, so as
to enable marketing, engineering, production, and service at the most
economical levels which allow for full customer satisfaction” (Feigenbaum
1991, p. 6). In the QIP model, the cycles of corporate and project learning are
identified. The corporate level activities of improvement include the definition
of current status, setting of goals and scheme of improvement, and analysis and
storing of experiences and feedback resulting from the project learning cycle, in
which the SPI activities of implementing and piloting the improvements in
practice and metrics data collection have taken place. In QIP, the reuse of
experiences, utilisation of measurements and learning are in a central role (Basili
& Caldiera 1995).
IDEALSM is an SPI model that defines the steps for planning, conducting, and
managing SPI in organisations (McFeeley 1996). The model consists of five
phases, all of which include different activities for guiding the systematic
improvement approach. Originally, the IDEAL model was a life-cycle model for
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SPI based upon the standard process of the Capability Maturity Model®
(CMM®) (Paulk et al. 1993), which has since been revised for broader
application (Gremba & Myers 1997) as in QIP.
In Table 1, the phases of the different organisational SPI models are aligned with
the original Shewart-Deming cycle of improvement originating from a
manufacturing industry (Deming 1990).
Table 1. Organisational Models of SPI and Comparison of Phases.
ShewartQIP
Deming Cycle

1. Plan

IDEAL

SM

1. Characterise and
understand

1. Initiating

2. Set goals

2. Diagnosing

3. Choose processes methods,
techniques, and tools

3. Establishing

ISO/IEC 15504
1. Examine organisation’s
needs
2. Initiate process
improvement
3. Prepare and conduct
process assessment

2. Do

4. Execute

4. Acting

3. Check

5. Execute

5. Acting

4. Analyse results and derive
action plan
5. Implement improvements

6. Analyse
4. Act

7. Package and store
experience

6. Confirm improvements
7. Sustain improvement gains

6. Leveraging
8. Monitor performance

As Table 1 illustrates, the organisational improvement models as such do not
demand or provide any specific SPI methods for conducting different SPI
activities but rather suggest the steps to be taken to achieve continuous
improvement, thus serving as a roadmap for improvement in organisations. All
the models seem to cover the three key SPI objectives defined by Florac et al.
(2000): 1) understand the characteristics of existing processes and the factors
that affect process capability, 2) plan, justify, and implement actions that will
modify the processes so as to better meet business needs, and 3) assess the
impacts and benefits gained, and compare these to the costs of changes made to
the process. The different approaches, however, address the different overall SPI
procedures used within an improvement cycle. For instance, the ISO/IEC 15504
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Part 7 bases (phase 3.) the improvement cycle on conducting process assessments
(ISO/IEC 1998), and QIP on the reuse and storing of experience and
measurements. However, the common feature for all the SPI management
models is the setting of improvement goals and needs at the organisational level.
The necessity of statistical methodologies has also been commonly addressed in
the paradigms of process improvement (Basili & Weiss 1984, Deming 1990,
Kuntzmann-Combelles et al. 1992).
2.3.1.2 Standard Processes and Assessments
There are various standard process models, such as CMM® (Paulk et al. 1993),
CMMI® (SEI 2001), ISO 15504, i.e., SPICE (Software Process Improvement
and Capability Determination), Trillium (Bell Canada 1994), and Bootstrap
(Kuvaja & Bicego 1993, Kuvaja et al. 1994) that provide a reference process
model against which organisational processes can be assessed and improved.
Standard software development process models provide a top-down approach for
SPI which offer a framework against which the organisation can evaluate and
improve its own processes and identify practices that would increase the
maturity of the current processes (SEI 2001).
CMM® was originally developed in 1987 by the Software Engineering Institute
(SEI) and it has been the de Facto standard especially in the United States
(Krasner 1999). CMM® has since 2000 evolved into the CMMI® model that, in
addition to its original five stage model designed for evaluatíng the maturity of
an organisation as a whole, includes a continuous model for evaluating the
capability of individual process areas of an organisation. Thus, one goal of
transferring CMM® into CMMI® was to make it compatible with the ISO
15504 reference model. The CMM® model was originally developed to enable a
capability evaluation of suppliers. In other words, a subcontractor would be
requested to submit a software process assessment (SPA) in order to guarantee
an adequate maturity in its software development processes and to find out how
these needed to be improved. However, SPA may also serve company internal
SPI purposes by providing general guidelines about where to start
improvements, and in which order (Briand et al. 1999). Often the standard
process models also provide specific methods, such as Scampi in CMMI®
(Ahern et al. 2005), for conducting an appraisal (Iversen et al. 2002). The
process assessments may be carried out among the first activities of an
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improvement cycle (Table 1) and they often serve as the kick-off for an SPI
program, which then focuses on the weak processes identified in the appraisal
(Iversen et al. 2002).
It has been claimed that no single assessment model or method can provide the
best alternative for all situations, but each of them serve different purposes and
have their own strengths and weaknesses (Nielsen & Pries-Heje 2002). For
example, the standard assessments are claimed to require a substantial amount of
cost and effort from the participants of the software development organisation
involved in the different stages of assessment, and also from the external
assessors who usually conduct the assessment (Andersen et al. 2002).
Consequently, lighter assessment methods have been proposed for identifying
the weaknesses of the current software processes. For example, the so-called
problem diagnosis method (Mathiassen et al. 2002) “aims to assist SPI groups in
identifying software problems and solutions based on the opinions and insights
of key organisational actors” (Iversen et al. 2002, p. 164). Other existing
lightweight SPA methods are, for example, RAPID (Rapid Assessment for
Process Improvement for Software Development) (Rout et al. 2000), EPA
(Express Process Appraisal) (Wilkie et al. 2005), and MARES (Anacleto et al.
2004). The selection of an appropriate assessment method can be supported by
existing frameworks for assessment strategy selection as suggested in (Nielsen
& Pries-Heje 2002).
2.3.1.3 Process Tailoring
The traditional software development approaches have often been criticised for
lacking criteria for their applicability and, thus, for being proposed as universally
applicable (Malouin & Landry 1983). It has, however, been realised that no such
universally applicable methods exist and that it would be erroneous to presume
that some method could be transferred with equal success to another context
(Malouin & Landry 1983). The same problem applies not only between
organisations but also within the different projects of one organisation. While it
has become “widely accepted that the methods should be tailored to the actual
needs of the development context” (Fitzgerald et al. 2004, p. 66), it has also been
realized that the methods need a “significant amount of modification to suit
individual development projects” (Kiely & Fizgerald 2005, p. 1).
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Some process tailoring approaches can be identified within the traditional SPI
context. Firstly, there are the organisational SPI models, such as QIP and
IDEAL, providing procedures for continuously tailoring the standard software
process (OSSP) of the organisation (Ginsberg & Quinn 1995) in a top-down
manner. In this approach, the focus is on tailoring the standard software
development processes for an organisation on the basis of organisational
business goals and needs. Such OSSP has been stated to “express requirements
that all projects’ software development processes must meet” (Ginsberg &
Quinn 1995, p. 29) within an organisation. Traditional SPI methods for metrics
collection and process assessment can, then, be considered as mechanisms used
to support the process-tailoring activities. The reference process for tailoring
often originates from the existing standard process models. However, the
standard process model of CMM, for one, identifies the need for tailoring its key
practices before they can be applied in a specific context. For example, the
CMM tailoring framework aims at supporting organisations in defining a CMMbased OSSP to fit the organisational needs. It bases its continuous cycle of
tailoring on the IDEAL SPI model. (Ginsberg & Quinn 1995).
Another traditional approach for process tailoring is the definition of the project
specific software process. It has been suggested that it is done either up-front,
while included as a part of a project plan, or conducted as dynamic tailoring
when needed during the software development project (Fitzgerald et al. 2004).
However, the practical guidance to developers is still very limited on how to
approach tailoring (Fitzgerald et al. 2004). In the context of the CMM process
standard, it is suggested that project level tailoring is based on the existing
OSSP’s and organisational tailoring guidelines (Ginsberg & Quinn 1995). The
tailoring guidelines have been defined to include “the means by which the
organization recognizes the project’s responsibility to address the impact of
project-specific needs in the project’s defined software process” (Ginsberg &
Quinn 1995, p. 29). In the CMM tailoring framework (Ginsberg & Quinn 1995),
the project-specific tailoring is said to be controlled by the OSSP tailoring
guidelines, in which “the process elements, the tailorable attributes for each
element, the range for each attribute, and the considerations for selecting a
particular range” (Ginsberg & Quinn 1995, p. 33) are defined. It is suggested
that such project-specific OSSP tailoring is done consistently by applying the
same tailoring guidelines across all projects and basing the tailoring on projectspecific needs. Such tailoring guidelines have been identified as “essential for
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risk management and overall project success” (Fitzgerald et al. 2004, p. 70). It
has also been argued that “once an organization reaches the point where it can
identify the various characteristics or contingencies that occur in its development
projects, then it is possible to build flexibility into the method, along with the
rules to allow developers to identify appropriate choices” (Fitzgerald et al. 2004,
p. 70). The sources for defining tailoring guidelines have been proposed, for
example, in the previous project records, the results of project post-mortems and
brainstorming sessions, surveys and feedback from customers, and participant
observations (Fitzgerald et al. 2004). The compilation of this information in
database format or process maps is regarded as valuable to enable constant
review and augmentation as the organisational practices of software
development evolve (Fitzgerald et al. 2004).
Basili and Rombach have further suggested “a methodology for improving the
software process by tailoring it to the specific project goals and environment”
(Basili & Rombach 1987). The methodology considers sound tailoring to require
a characterization of project goals and the environment where the project is to
take place, along with characterising the effect that the candidate methods and
tools should have on achieving the set goals in that specific environment. Basili
and Rombach have suggested the characterisation takes place in a quantitative
manner and by analysing large amounts of data to choose the methods and tools
to fit the project specific goals and the specific environment. An automated tool
called TAME (Tailoring A Measurement Environment) has been proposed to
support such quantitative selection of appropriate methods and tools and to tailor
them to the needs of the project and organisation (Basili & Rombach 1987, Oivo
& Basili 1992). The advantage of the suggested approach is the ability to utilise
data from previous (similar) projects in tailoring the practices of future projects.
The disadvantage, on the other hand, is that the approach measures the impact of
different characterization factors rather than directly measuring environmentspecific factors. (Basili & Rombach 1987).
In general, the project-specific tailoring approach, as a traditional SPI
mechanism, adopts a top-down approach. The CMM tailoring guideline, for
example, suggests creating a project specific software development plan (SDP)
as a result of the project planning activity (Ginsberg & Quinn 1995) at the
beginning of the project. The SDP is defined as “a key element in the
management of the project” (Ginsberg & Quinn 1995, p. 36) and it should
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include the project specific version of the OSSP to be used throughout the
project. Thus, tailoring may often be based on the knowledge from the previous
projects (Basili & Rombach 1987) and occur once at the outset of the project.
2.3.1.4 Process Deployment
Process deployment can be considered as one instance of SPI in organisations.
The deployment may include such activities as piloting the processes, methods,
and tools that are identified as potential solutions for the existing goals and
problems, and evaluating their effect on the software development. For example,
it is suggested that “in the Acting phase of the IDEAL model, solutions to
address the areas for improvement discovered during the Diagnosing phase are
created, piloted, and deployed throughout the organisation” (McFeeley 1996,
p. 4) (Table 1). Thus, the organisational models of SPI, such as IDEAL and QIP,
provide an overall framework to be applied in any deployment process. Yet they
do not suggest any specific approach for the deployment of new processes,
practices and tools. In such a traditional deployment approach, the focus is on
the improvement of organisational software processes rather than on deploying
practices for the purposes of individual projects.
Basically, an organisation may adopt a big bang or piecemeal approach for
deploying new processes, practices and tools. The piecemeal, i.e. evolutionary
approach “seems the preferred default approach, implying a prolonged period of
growth within the organisation through smaller phased enhancements” (Sweeney
& Bustard 1997, p. 266) whereas the big bang, i.e., revolutionary, approach
“implies a sudden substantial change to an organisation that results in a
distinctly new way of working” (Sweeney & Bustard 1997, p. 266). The IDEAL
model, for instance, suggests the piecemeal approach where selected solutions
are tested in pilot projects in order to define the needs for tailoring for the rest of
the organisation (McFeeley 1996). It is also suggested that one solution may
require several pilots and iterations before it has been refined and verified as
applicable and ready to be deployed across the organisation (McFeeley 1996).
Several studies have demonstrated the appeal of such piecemeal deployment
among practitioners (Niazi et al. 2003). However, references can also be found
to the preference for big bang approaches in implementing substantial changes
rapidly in order to reach the end state more quickly (Jalote 2002). The piecemeal
approach has, however, also been criticised for requiring repetitive activation of
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different deployment-related mechanisms and also for creating resentment
among practitioners due to the constant changes they are requested to implement
(Jalote 2002). Furthermore, the big bang approach has been suggested in cases
where the business is no longer capable of achieving its purpose, where the
external circumstances are changing rapidly or where there is a need to wake up
a sleepy organisation in which the motivation and activity of its members need
to be improved (Sweeney & Bustard 1997).
2.3.1.5 Measurement
It has been argued that “you cannot control what you cannot measure”
(DeMarco 1982). It has also been said that without software measurement the
evaluation and improvement of software processes would be impossible (Arthur
1993). Three main purposes of measurement have been identified: understanding
development and maintenance, controlling projects, and improving processes
and products (Fenton & Pfleeger 1997). Software measurement is defined as a
“continuous process of defining, collecting, and analysing data on the software
development process and its products in order to understand and control the
process and its products, and to supply meaningful information to improve that
process and its products” (van Solingen & Berghout 1999, p. 19).
Various measurement mechanisms aim at providing quantitative support for all
the key SPI objectives; from understanding the current status to planning
improvements and assessing the “rate and level of learning to ensure that gains
have in fact been made” (Garvin 1993, p. 79). It has been stated that the software
processes as well as their outputs “have measurable attributes which can be
observed to describe the quality, quantity, cost, and timelines of the results
produced” (Florac et al. 2000, p. 8). Software metrics are used for measuring
specific attributes of a software product or a software development process. This
is done in order to enhance decision-making by drawing up estimates, tracking
the progress, and evaluating the state of quality. The measurements also serve
for analysing defects, and validating the best practices for development (Grady
1992). Measurement-based SPI also provides a means for evaluating the
effectiveness of the used processes (Pfleeger & Rombach 1994), understanding
the effects of implemented improvement actions (van Solingen & Berghout
1999) and, as a result, also for drawing an objective process model (Pfleeger &
Rombach 1994).
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A wide range of measurement methods provides quantitative mechanisms to
support the different activities of continuous SPI in organisations. The GQM
(Goal-Question-Metric) method (Basili 1985, 1994, Basili & Weiss 1984), for
instance, provides a goal-based approach for defining metrics that, in return,
constitute answers to the underlying questions and goals. In GQM, the corporate
improvement objectives lay the foundation for improvement initiatives, whereas
at the project level the measurement data collection activities are usually
performed (van Solingen & Berghout 1999). Statistical Process Control (SPC)
(Florac & Carleton 1999, Florac et al. 2000), on the other hand, aims at stable
processes with predictable results using statistical software process management.
It has been realised that, often, the software developers do not welcome the
effort put into manual metrics collection. In addition, manually-collected metrics
data may often be affected by errors, and thus be unusable. Therefore, automated
tools such as PROM (PRO Metrics) have been proposed for collecting and
analysing metrics data. (Sillitti et al. 2003).
2.3.1.6 Experience, Knowledge and Learning
The value of knowledge, experience and learning should not be underestimated
in the process of continuously improving organisational practices. As Deming
points out, the “waste of knowledge, in the sense of failure of a company to use
knowledge that is there and available for development, is even more deplorable”
than the waste of materials, human effort and machine time (Deming 1990,
p. 466). Deming also argues that “a company must, for its very existence, make
use of the store of knowledge that exists within the company” (1990, p. 466).
Some of the existing SPI methods especially focus on different aspects of
knowledge and experience, and on their utilisation within the improvement of
organisational practices. Basili argues that quality improvement is often
achieved by reusing and modifying a set of elements based on learning from
direct experience (Basili & Caldiera 1994). According to Basili, however,
learning and reuse of knowledge usually only occur because of individual efforts
or by accident (Basili 1989). Furthermore, Basili points out that this inevitably
leads to a loss of the experience and knowledge after the project has been
completed and suggests a reuse-oriented software development process in which
learning and feedback are regarded as integrated components, and experiences
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are stored in an experience base called EF (Experience Factory). Rather than
considering just knowledge and experience, it is suggested that the EF also
includes data and information in the form of metrics, for instance.
Project postmortems, i.e., post-mortem analysis (PMA’s) or project retrospectives,
have been suggested for harvesting the experience of success and failure in
previous projects and are claimed to be a valuable tool for organisational learning
(Stålhane et al. 2001) and improving the methods and practices (Collier et al.
1996) for future projects in an organisation. Thus, the project postmortems serve
as a traditional feedback mechanism such as in the QIP learning cycle, to provide
process knowledge from project teams for organisational improvement purposes.
In fact, project postmortems have been claimed to be “an excellent step into
continuous knowledge management and improvement activities” (Birk et al.
2002). Different procedures have been suggested for conducting project
postmortems (e.g., Collier et al. 1996, Kerth 2001). There are also various
techniques available for supporting a post-mortem in a project, such as the time
line technique (Kerth 2001), brainstorming (Rawlinson 1981), the KJ method and
its affinity diagrams (Scupin 1997), as well as Root Cause Analysis (RCA) using
cause and effect diagrams (Ishikawa 1985). Some software development
processes, such as the Team Software ProcessSM (TSP) (Humphrey 2000), have
embedded a project postmortem as the final step in the software development
activities of a project.
The project-based experiential learning model of Dybå et al. (2004) suggests
different kinds of reviews or workshops to be held in a project in order to
enhance the learning before, during, and after the project. The initiating
workshop should serve the purpose of sharing the experiences relevant to the
incipient project among the project members. During the project the project
teams may pause to check if the course is right for the project, and to reflect on
their experiences in order to conduct short-term improvement actions. The afterproject workshops mainly serve the purpose of making the experiences and
learning of the project teams available for later projects and organisational
learning purposes. (Dybå et al. 2004).
The GQM method also suggests holding feedback sessions to discuss the results
of a measurement program (van Solingen & Berghout 1999). Typically, the
GQM feedback sessions are arranged by the organisational SPI stakeholders, and
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the purpose of these sessions is to utilise the process and context knowledge of
the software development teams to interpret the metrics data collected from the
project. The collected feedback is used to support both the organisational SPI
and future projects in the organisation.
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3. SPI in Agile Software Development
In this section there is a discussion about how the traditional elements of SPI
have been addressed in the context of agile software development. In addition,
the differences between SPI in the contexts of traditional and agile software
development are summarised and the resulting implications are discussed.

3.1 The Elements of SPI in Agile Software Development
When considering the relationship between agile software development and SPI,
there are three principles, in particular, of the agile manifesto that deserve
attention: the valuing of individuals and interactions over processes and tools,
the principle that encourages regular reflection by software development teams
in order to become more effective, and the self-organisation of software
development teams. Taking regular improvement within project teams as one of
the twelve principles of agile software development highlights the importance of
continuous improvement also in the agile software development context. In
order to welcome changes throughout the agile software development project,
whether they concern product requirements or technical aspects, the software
process with its practices, methods, and tools must be able to adapt to the
specific context while also to respond to the changes when needed.
In the following sub-sections, the current methods, research and discussion on
the different SPI elements, in the context of agile software development, are
reviewed.
3.1.1.1 Organisational Models
A limited amount of references were found to directly address the issue of
organisational SPI within the context of agile software development. One reason
for this might be that the focus of numerous agile methodologies is on the
project level activities of software development.
Discussion has arisen about how compatible the fundamentals and
methodologies of agile software development are with standard process models
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(e.g., Paulk 2001) based on the organisational models of SPI, e.g., IDEALSM
(McFeeley 1996). Significant organisational tensions have been detected “as the
stability that underpins notions of quality control is overlaid on environments in
flux” (Lycett et al. 2003, p. 79) due to the differences between standardised
engineering approaches and agile methods. In addition, Boehm and Turner
(Boehm & Turner 2005) have addressed the challenges of management in
implementing agile processes in traditional development organisations; the
difficulty of scaling up and integrating agile methodologies into traditional, topdown systems of development organisations has been identified as a major
challenge. Nonetheless, it is equally important for both approaches to pursue the
aim of “quality of product, service, and process to gain market presence and
competitive edge” (Lycett et al. 2003, p. 79).
The difficulty of adopting agile methods in, for instance, the CMMI® based
environment and the lack of guidance on how to take advantage of the existing
best practices of an organisation in transition towards agile methods, has been
identified as one of the major obstacles in the co-existence of the agile and
traditional approaches (Reifer 2003). In the study of Kähkönen (2005), the
SW-CMM based IDEAL model is considered incompatible as an SPI reference
model for use in the agile software development context. The central limitations
identified in the IDEAL model were the organisational focus of the model, as
opposed to the strong project focus of the first agile development initiatives, and
the conflict of conducting SPI in a plan-driven manner while the adopted method
itself was agile. As a result, Kähkönen proposes a light life-cycle model
especially for projects deploying agile methods.
While the problems of integrating agile and traditional software development at
the organisational level have been identified, there now seems to be an urgent
need to explore their potential solutions.

3.1.1.2 Standard Processes and Assessments
The compatibility of agile software development approaches with the existing
standard process models is one SPI issue that has been addressed in agile
literature. One central problem has been posed as follows: “How do you merge
agile, lightweight processes with standard industrial processes without either
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killing agility or undermining the years you’ve spent defining and refining your
systems and software engineering process assets?” (Boehm & Turner 2005, p. 30).
Some agile proponents have argued that “people willing to spend money on
CMM® certification are less interested in the agile value proposition, while those
needing agility for business reasons are less interested in getting CMM or ISO
9000 certification” (Williams & Cockburn 2003, p. 40). Nevertheless, mature
software organisations especially are concerned about how the adoption of agile
processes will affect their assessment ratings (Boehm & Turner 2005).
It has been argued that the synergy (Paulk 2001) and philosophical compatibility
(Reifer 2003) of XP and CMM® have been agreed upon among most of the
leaders in the field (Reifer 2003). However, shortages also between the ISO and
CMM requirements and agile methodologies, such as XP or Scrum, have been
reported, along with a lack of practices to support the commitment of
management to the defined software development process, and also regarding
the setting up and staffing of an independent quality assurance group (Vriens
2003). In addition, the degree of documentation and the infrastructure required
by current process standards for lower-level certification are issues of concern
(Boehm & Turner 2005).
An urgent need has been recognised for a set of guidelines for agility-compatible
standard process maturity assessments and also for a set of standards for the
acknowledgement of agile methods by lead assessors (Boehm & Turner 2005).
In linking the agile methodologies and quality standards, such as ISO 9000 and
CMMI®, Lycett et al. (2003) have proposed a framework for mapping the
candidate process pattern elements, for example from Rational Unified Process
(RUP) (Kruchten 2000) with CMMI® to “supplant repeatability with
consistency, while still providing the audit trail necessary for assessment”
(Lycett et al. 2003, p. 84). In addition, experience reports have been published
suggesting that a certain level of certification of, for example, XP based process
is possible (Paulk 2001), although it has also been suggested to require adoption
of additional software development practices (Kähkönen & Abrahamsson 2004,
Vriens 2003).
The agile assessment method has been suggested as providing a lightweight
approach for assessment to identify and adopt the most suitable agile methods
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amongst the existing organisational practices (Pikkarainen & Passoja 2005).
Furthermore, techniques have been suggested for increasing the agility level of a
software development team by assessing the current agility level against the
defined agility goals (Lappo & Andrew 2004). Thus, the current discussion of
process assessments in the agile context does not so much address the
certification or define the maturity of the organisational software development
processes, but rather evaluates the purpose of adopting agile practices.
From 2003 onwards, however, the IEEE Standards Association has
conducted agile standardization work in the IEEE 1648 working group
(http://standards.ieee.org/board/nes/projects/1648.pdf) to establish and manage
software development efforts using agile methods. In the beginning of 2007, the
“P1648 – Recommended Practice for the Customer-Supplier Relationship in
Agile Software Development projects” is in its draft format.

3.1.1.3 Process Tailoring
In agile software development, the concept of universal and repeatable processes
is considered defective and it has been proposed instead that “each situation calls
for a different methodology” (Cockburn 2002, p. 84). Thus, agile software
development calls for flexible software development processes that have been
defined as “…less precise than rigorous ones. For example, the development
processes may not be defined formally, they utilise guides rather than rigid rules,
or they may be applied differently by different teams in the same company or
even within the same product group. A flexible process may not produce the
same results every time, but the results are similar enough for a written
description of the process to benefit the organisation” (Highsmith 2000, p. 228).
Agile specific methods are needed to tailor agile software development practices
within individual projects and within the entire organisation. References can be
found in the agile software development literature to the tailoring activity at the
beginning of the project (i.e., static tailoring) as well as to the continuous
process adaptation, which takes place throughout the life-cycle of an individual
project (i.e., dynamic tailoring).
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Keenan (2004) suggests three strategies for process tailoring in the context of
agile software development: 1) using a comprehensive pattern based process
framework, such as RUP, as a pool for selecting appropriate elements at the
beginning of each project, 2) defining a set of processes, as in Crystal, and
selecting the best match for the project at hand with possible fine tuning, and
3) defining a tailored process for the project by blending ideas and techniques
from best practices and local experience. The two former ones are considered as
static tailoring prior to the project, as is characteristic of traditional software
development, whereas the last strategy is suggested as a dynamic approach for
tailoring occurring also during the development (Keenan 2004).
Lycett et al. (2003) have proposed that one primary challenge between agile
principles and plan-driven software development is the balancing between
implementing repeatable processes while still allowing the nuances in a
particular development context. They also discuss the gap between the
management expecting predictable processes to produce the highest quality with
minimal cost and factual software development where uncertainty and
contextual differences are present (Lycett et al. 2003). As a result, a more agile
approach to tailoring was proposed by: 1) factoring a core set of process
artefacts suitable for a wide range of developments, 2) identifying candidate
patterns for core types of development as well as for contextual application of
activities, artefacts, and guidelines, and 3) producing a skeletal framework for
selecting patterns based on project, product, team, and organisational
characteristics (Lycett et al. 2003). This pattern-based approach for agile process
tailoring also suggests that the reflection of project teams on the experiences of
applying selected patterns should contribute to the organisational pattern
catalogue. However, the framework does not suggest any specific procedures for
attaining the organisational improvement of patterns.
Cockburn has suggested a methodology shaping technique for tailoring a starter
methodology for a project and building an organisational library of experiences
(2005). This methodology consists of interviews to harvest the experiences of
the project team members and members of other projects, as well as a
brainstorming workshop where the starter methodology is agreed upon. The
methodology is based on the fixed rules of software development in the
organisation, while it also relies on the “liked/keep” and “disliked/avoid”
decisions of the project team. Thus, the formulation of the software development
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process is strongly grounded on the experience and knowledge of the software
developers.
In APM (Agile Project Management), a specific practice of “process and
practice tailoring” is introduced. Its objective is to define “the approach the
project team will use to deliver a product” (Highsmith 2004, p. 118). The
suggested tailoring approach “starts from the organisation’s standard framework,
and then the project manager and team tailor it to their needs within the
framework’s constraints” (Highsmith 2004, p. 118). In addition, it is stated that
nothing in APM is static – neither the product nor the practices – and the teams
are “encouraged to adapt everything except the base essential policies and
process framework to the reality of the actual situation as it unfolds” (Highsmith
2004, p. 119). Thus, the APM process and practice tailoring approach includes
both static tailoring at the beginning of the project and dynamic tailoring
throughout the project, to be conducted even iteratively. Furthermore, APM
recognises the broad process framework set by the organisation, which can be
adapted by the team with certain limitations.
The dynamic process tailoring, especially during and within the ongoing
software development projects, has been highly valued in the principles of agile
software development. The agile principle of “regular team reflections of
software developers in order to become more effective” relates directly to the
continuous and dynamic project-specific tailoring activity, whereby the
organisational base process is iteratively tailored throughout the project by the
software development team. Furthermore, the self-organising principle of agile
software development dictates that “the working framework should grant the
team as much flexibility and authority to make decisions as possible”
(Highsmith 2004, p. 220). Thus, numerous references to process adaptation can
be found in the existing agile methodologies. Interestingly enough, the first
versions of XP (Beck 2000) and Scrum (Schwaber & Beedle 2002) still largely
ignored the aspect of tailoring, team reflections and SPI. In the later versions of
these methods (Beck & Andres 2004, Schwaber 2004), however, proposals for
conducting such practices have been made (Table 3). The use of retrospectives
throughout the project has been suggested to solve the problem of traditional
retrospectives, as the changes can be immediately incorporated into the project’s
processes (Koch 2005). The problem of traditional methods has been the lack of
mechanisms to ensure subsequent utilisation of the lessons learned from finished
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projects (Koch 2005). Furthermore, Koch argues that, while there still is the
problem of sharing the learning beyond single software development teams, the
shift of personnel from one project to another enables the memorisation and
transfer of practical solutions.
Based on a number of reported SPI initiatives, Komi-Sirviö (2004) has built a
framework of Critical Success Factor (CSF) criteria to be used to evaluate SPI
methods. In the framework, a total of 15 factors found to facilitate successful
SPI have been identified. In Table 2, the CSF factors identified by Komi-Sirviö
are presented. The columns titled “Main class”, “Sub-classes”, “CSF”, and
“Evaluation” present the definitions of the original framework. In addition, the
column of “Evaluation of agile process adaptation” suggests an interpretation of
each CSF in the context of any successful SPI method claimed to be suited for
process adaptation among agile software development teams.
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Table 2. CSF Framework and its Interpretation among Process Adaptation
Methods of Agile Development Teams.
Main class

Sub-classes

General
guidance

Improvement
Management

CSF

1

2
Staffing the
SPI initiative
3

Training

4

Engineer
Commitment

Culture

Does the method
support different
SPI approaches?

Does the method
support the
participation of
all affected
parties?
Does the method
support cooperation with
software
engineers?
Does the method
support planning
and carrying out
training as a part
of the initiative?

5

Does the method
support the
commitment of
top managers?

6

Does the method
support the
commitment of
middle
managers?

Manager
Commitment
Commitment

Evaluation

7

8

Does the method
support the
commitment of
software
engineers
Does the method
support
developing
improved
solutions on a
case-to-case
basis?
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Evaluation of agile process
adaptation
Is the method linked to an overall
improvement approach?
Are alternative techniques
proposed for use in the process
adaptation?
Are organisational guidelines
suggested to support project
specific process adaptation?
Are all the parties identified and
involved in those practices that on
which the process adaptation has an
effect?
Vice versa: Does the method
support team co-operation with
other organisational SPI
stakeholders?
Is there an organisational
facilitation available to assist
software developers in practice?
Are the top managers provided
with feedback on the SPI activities
of process adaptation among
project teams (why, how, how
effectively was the process
adapted)?
Are the middle managers provided
with feedback on the SPI activities
of process adaptation among
project teams (why, how, how
effectively was the process
adapted)?
Is the software development team
provided with support to implement
the process adaptations?
Does the method support the
process adaptation based on the
context specific needs and daily
problems of the software
development team?

Main class

Sub-classes
Current State
Analysis

CSF

9

10
Plan

Goal
Definition
11

Improvement
Planning

Do

Check

Act

12

Evaluation
Does the method
support clarifying
the current status
of processes?
Does the method
support establish
a link between
the business and
improvement
goals?
Does the method
support
measurable
improvement
goals?
Does the method
support
generating an
improvement
plan?

Evaluation of agile process
adaptation
Does the method support
identifying the strengths and
weaknesses of the daily working
practices of the software
development team?
Does the method support
continuous co-operation between
organisational SPI stakeholders and
agile software development teams?
Does the method support the
setting of goals for process
adaptation actions?
Does the method provide a means
for generating an improvement
plan?

13

Does the method
support the
testing of
developed
solutions in a
pilot project?

Does the method support the
follow-up of the process adaptation
actions?
Does the method support the
validation (qualitative/quantitative)
of the process adaptation actions
during the ongoing project?

14

Does the method
support using
metrics in
monitoring
improvement
actions and
results?

Does the method support the
organisational monitoring of
process adaptation actions?

Does the method
support the
sustainability of
an improvement
initiative?

Does the method support the
storing of the process adaptation
knowledge of software
development teams?
Does the method support
organisational utilization of process
adaptation knowledge of software
development teams?

15

Table 3 presents how the current agile software development methods of
dynamic tailoring seem to meet the previously defined criteria of the CSF
framework (Table 2). In the evaluation, the following marks are used to define
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how each method/activity meets the CSF: 1) X = the means to accomplish the
issue has been defined, 2) / = the importance of the issue has been
acknowledged, and 3) - = the issue has not been included or considered in the
method/activity.
Table 3. Evaluating the SPI Activities of Agile Process Adaptation.
Method of
Origin
XP

Scrum

Crystal
APM
-

Process Adaptation
Activity/Technique
Reflection (XP
principle) (Beck &
Andres 2004)
Sprint Retrospective
Meeting (Schwaber
2004), (Schwaber &
Beedle 2002)
Reflection workshop
technique (Cockburn
2002, 2005)
Process and practice
tailoring (Highsmith
2004)
Postmortem review
technique (Dingsøyr
& Hanssen 2002)

CSF
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

-

/

-

-

-

-

-

/

/

-

/

-

-

/

-

-

X

/

X

-

-

-

X

/

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

-

-

X

-

-

-

X X

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

-

-

-

-

-

/

X

As can be seen in Table 3, the existing agile mechanisms of process adaptation
seem to fall short regarding the aspect of general guidance (CSF 1). Only APM
seems to address the idea of the project teams actually working within an
organisational framework of processes and practices, and propose that
organisational guidelines should exist to support the process adaptation of
software development teams (Highsmith 2004). Furthermore, some of the
methods suggest specific techniques to be used in SPI but do not seem to offer
any alternatives.
All the suggested techniques seem to address the staffing of the SPI initiative to
some degree. Each of the methods identifies the stakeholders who should attend
the process adaptation within agile software development projects (CSF 2).
Naturally, the central group of actors identified by all the adaptation approaches
is the software development team itself. However, Scrum (Schwaber 2004) also
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promotes the role of the Scrum Master in facilitating the process adaptation
activities as well as acting as a middleman to gain organisational support for the
problems of the project team (Schwaber & Beedle 2002). In other words, in
Scrum the importance of collaboration between the organisational and project
level stakeholders in SPI has been addressed (CSF 3). In addition, the proposed
facilitator in Scrum also relates to CSF 4 (training), as in the CSF framework
this has been defined as one way of providing training for software development
teams in their SPI initiatives (CSF 4).
Neither the role of top (CSF 5) and middle managers (CSF 6) nor their
commitment has been addressed in the existing process adaptation techniques.
None of the methods, for example, suggests that the management should be
provided with knowledge and feedback on how the individual project teams are
adapting their processes and how successfully. Nor has there been a discussion
in the existing methods about how the commitment of the software developers
(CSF 7) should be addressed to ensure their regular effectiveness in conducting
process adaptation. An important aspect for such commitment, especially in the
agile software development context, might be the constant support and feedback
of the organisational SPI stakeholders for the developers.
Commonly, the agile specific methods of process adaptation propose that the
adaptation should be conducted within individual project teams and that it
should be based on the experiences of success and failure of software
developers. Thus, the context specific adaptation and the case-to-case basis for
identifying improvements (CSF 8) are in a central role in the methods. This also
refers to the fact that the methods suggest that the adaptation should be, at least
to some degree, based on an iterative identification of the current status of the
software development process of the software development team regarding its
weaknesses and rewards (CSF 9). Thus, rather than defining the current status of
the organisational software development process, agile process adaptation
focuses on evaluating a specific instance of the process in a specific instant of
time in a specific software development project. In addition, the Crystal, APM,
and postmortem review techniques suggest specific techniques for assessing the
current problems in the process. Crystal, for instance, suggests using reflection
workshop flip-charts, APM advocates using a team self-assessment chart, and the
postmortem review technique proposes the KJ method of Scupin (Scupin 1997).
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The existing process adaptation methods do not specifically discuss the
definition of goals (CSF 10 and 11) in the process adaptation. In project-centred
process adaptation, the link between the business goals with the project level SPI
actions (CSF 10) may not be of immediate concern from the viewpoint of an
individual project team. However, an organisation may still wish to establish the
linkage between the two levels. In this case, the SPI co-operation between the
two levels should be addressed. In any case, every SPI action of the software
development team should be clearly linked to a specific improvement goal –
whether organisation or project-specific – to provide a basis for appropriately
evaluating whether the improvement has been successful (CSF 11, CSF 13, and
CSF 14). Furthermore, the current process adaptation methods seem to focus on
the identification of causes of improvements rather than the goals. For example,
the postmortem review technique suggests a root-cause analysis for clearly
determining the cause of problems.
Surprisingly, the existing methods largely lack the means of adequately defining
and planning (CSF 12) the process adaptation as well as means for systematic
follow-up and validation (CSF 13) of the changes that the team implements in
the process. Traditionally, however, these have been considered central aspects
of SPI. The reflection workshop method (Cockburn 2005) includes a generation
of flap-sheet “keep these” and “try these” issues to be posted on the wall in the
office-space of software developers. The suggested output format, however, still
lacks the aspects of “what exactly”, “how”, “who”, “when”, and “why”, for
instance. As a result, there is no means for the project team to recall exactly what
is needed to be done nor to assess whether the project team actually followed the
process adaptations as agreed (CSF 13), or if the changes were successful or not
(CSF 13). In fact, the validation of the SPI actions taken by the project team –
quantitative or qualitative – has not been addressed in the existing methods in
any way. In XP it is still acknowledged that the project team should be able to
evaluate the effects of the changes if the team is allowed to adapt their daily
working procedures (Beck 1999). However, the iterations of agile software
development seem to provide an ideal context for conducting process
adaptations in a systematic and validated manner in which the SPI actions are
implemented and tested rapidly in an iterative fashion during the ongoing
project.
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An organisational monitoring of project level process adaptation activities (CSF
14) or an organisational utilisation of project specific SPI knowledge for
organisational SPI purposes (CSF 15), both seem to be out of the scope of the
existing agile software development methodologies and their process adaptation
activities. In summary, it could be argued that the existing process adaptation
methods currently provide very little information on how to actually conduct
process adaptation. Some of the methods suggest specific techniques to be used
in some specific tasks. At best, techniques are proposed for identifying the
problems and their causes in the process, and for discussing improvement
actions. However, extensive procedures for conducting process adaptation
activities systematically within agile project teams do not seem to exist and
many aspects identified as critical SPI success factors are not addressed,
including the systematic and validatory nature of SPI actions and the
organisational involvement in the project level SPI activities.
Many of the agile methodologies also refer to the traditional PMA techniques for
conducting process adaptation (e.g., Cockburn 2005). Some of the tasks of
process adaptation may, indeed, largely benefit from the techniques of
traditional PMAs. However, the PMAs also lack mechanisms for piloting,
validating and following up improvement actions, for instance, as they are
simply designed to harvest knowledge from finished projects instead of
improving the practices of ongoing projects.

3.1.1.4 Process Deployment
It has been stated that the way of introducing agile processes in an organisation
has a significant impact on the ultimate success of the process change (Cohn &
Ford 2003). It has been also suggested that agile processes should be introduced
one technique at a time and address the most pressing problem first (Eckstein
2004). Many of the current agile methodologies seem to support the “big bang”
approach or at least they do not seem to provide any criteria for a stepwise
adoption of the suggested practices, methods and tools. For example, Crystal, in
its early version (Cockburn 2005), simply proposes that the size of the project
and the criticality of the product should be used as the selection criteria between
the lighter and heavier versions of the Crystal family of methodologies.
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RUP (Kruchten 2000) provides a large number of process artefacts that can be
selected for a process model. RUP proposes a step-by-step process for its
implementation in an organisation (Kruchten 1999). The deployment process
consists of six steps: 1) assess the current state, 2) set (or revise) goals,
3) identify risks, 4) plan process implementation, 5) execute process
implementation, and 6) evaluate process implementation. Thus, the process
seems to be well in line with the organisational models of SPI (2.3.1.1) and it
also provides detailed guidelines for deployment. In RUP, it is also proposed
that a pilot project should be conducted before extending the RUP practices to
the entire organisation (Kruchten 1999).
One major obstacle has been identified in adopting agile methodologies: the lack
of mechanisms to adopt agile methods within projects with established plandriven processes (Reifer 2003). The mixing of plan-driven and agile approaches
is also considered acceptable as it can benefit from the strengths while also
compensating for the weaknesses of these approaches (Boehm & Turner 2003b).
It has also been suggested that a gradual transition from plan-driven into agile
processes could make the change easier for the development team (Cohn & Ford
2003). Cohn and Ford (2003) have referred to a number of possible setbacks or
errors that may occur when an organisation is transitioning from plan-driven
towards agile processes. The problems are mainly caused by resistance to, or
overenthusiasm for, agile practices within a software development team. Many
of the problems also seem to be caused by the lack of transparency between the
different organisational levels resulting from undefined and inadequate
operations between agile project teams and different organisational stakeholders.
Such problems may be due to, for example, a lack of established organisational
practices for project-tracking, an inadequate understanding of the payback of
new software development practices such as pair programming, and a lack of cooperative mechanisms in the project teams and at the organisational level.
Further factors which can cause problems are an ill-defined means of
collaboration between the agile project and other development teams, and the
effect of agile methodologies on customer contracts regarding such issues as
product features, project duration and cost (Cohn & Ford 2003).
Kähkönen (2005) has proposed a life-cycle model consisting of high-level steps
to support improvement projects deploying agile practices. The deployment
steps identified in the model include decision-making on behalf of agile
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methods, selecting an approach for deployment, selecting methods to deploy,
initial deployment, iterative adaptation of process, and ensuring the use of
process knowledge in the future. When addressing the project level improvement
activities, the model of Kähkönen also indicates that the best way to retain and
make use of the accumulated process knowledge is to move the whole team to a
new assignment or to organise project post-mortems like those used in plandriven development models. The model does not, however, address the
organisational adoption of agile practices or suggest any specific methods to be
used in the deployment process. Despite the fact that agile assessment
(Pikkarainen & Passoja 2005) aims at providing a means for identifying and
selecting agile practices in a goal driven and context specific manner (see also
3.1.1.2), the organisational methods identifying and selecting potential agile
methodologies have been sparse.

3.1.1.5 Measurement
It has been stated that the traditional “measurement techniques might be
inadequate to support agile processes’ rapid pace“ (Boehm & Turner 2005,
p. 34). One reason for this can be found in the highly different work breakdown
structures of the two approaches. In agile software development, the traditional
progress measures, for instance, have been successfully substituted with backlog
lists of stories (Schwaber & Beedle 2002) and their state of completion (Boehm
& Turner 2005).
The previous claim applies not only when considering the measurement as a
controlling tool in projects, but as a tool for improving processes and products in
agile software development. On the one hand, organisations conducting agile
projects are still likely to need measurement as traditionally used in
organisational SPI (2.3.1.5), but also in supporting the more agile-specific
activities of software development teams. As discussed in the earlier subsections, the current SPI activities in agile software development methodologies,
however, largely ignore the issue of metrics and validation. In addition, the
project level SPI activities are still not, to a large extent, linked to organisational
SPI activities where, traditionally, metrics have played a significant role. It
seems, in fact, that measurement is not much addressed among the different SPI
related issues within the context of agile software development. In certain agile
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software development methodologies, however, some references can be found to
the topic. In XP, for instance, it has been acknowledged that the process
adaptation within software development teams requires mechanisms for
assessing the effects of the changes (Beck 1999). Traditionally, metrics have
been the main tool of such evaluation. Highsmith (2000), on the other hand, has
discussed the uncertainty of the problem-solving being always able to find the
right solution. He has argued that “while we can surround problem-solving with
more rigorous data-gathering or documentation processes, it is important that we
remember that problem-solving is an emergent process – one that defies strict
cause-and-effect analysis” (Highsmith 2000).
In agile literature, however, the importance of metrics has been addressed in, for
example, project management. For instance, in the Scrum approach for project
management it is suggested that “if you measure the right things, improvements
can be made” (Schwaber 2004, p. 114).
3.1.1.6 Experience, Knowledge and Learning
Experience, knowledge and learning are highly valued in the context of agile
software development, especially among individual software development
teams. One clear example of the emphasis on collective learning and experience
of software developers, is the agile principle suggesting that the teams should
regularly reflect on their work in order to become more effective and to be able
to tune their behaviour accordingly. In XP, the role of team learning is defined
as: “good teams don’t just do their work, they think about how they are working
and why they are working. They analyze why they succeeded or failed. They
don’t try to hide their mistakes, but expose them and learn from them” (Beck &
Andres 2004, p. 29). From another angle, learning among agile software
development teams is based on the experience on “doing”. In other words,
“learning is action reflected” (Beck & Andres 2004, p. 30). It has even been
claimed that “the Agile methods all recognise the importance of the learning that
both the customer and developers experience” (Koch 2005).
In agile software development, the face-to-face communication is emphasised
also in learning activities. For example, in the agile process adaptation activities
of different agile software development processes the idea is for the project team
to regularly gather together to discuss and collectively learn in order to improve.
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The role of facilitator has also been highlighted, especially in holding effective
face-to-face meetings (Highsmith 2000). In addition, traditional postmortems
have been suggested to be conducted after agile software development projects,
e.g. in ASD (Highsmith 2000).

3.2 Comparison of SPI Elements in Plan-Driven and Agile
Software Development
In this section, the earlier discussion of software development and different
elements of SPI in the context of plan-driven (2.3.1) and agile (3) software
development approaches are summarised. The aim of this section is to compare
the fundamentals of traditional and agile software development from the
viewpoint of the six identified SPI elements (i.e., organisational models,
standard processes and assessments, process tailoring, process deployment,
measurement, as well as experience, knowledge and learning) and to discuss
how the different viewpoints of SPI are relevant in this line of research.
As Table 4 illustrates, some of the fundamental aspects of software development
in plan-driven and agile approaches can be considered contradictory. For one,
the traditional goal of a software process is to provide high predictability,
stability, and repeatability using highly managed and quantitatively monitored
software development processes. On the other hand, agile principles highlight
the need for the software process to be flexible, to be able to rapidly respond to
the constant changes and context specific needs of software development. As a
result, traditional software development emphasises up-front contract
negotiations where the requirements, cost and schedule of the product
development are fixed (i.e., schedule) and the end product will be delivered at
the end of the project lifecycle. In this mode of software development,
traditionally, extensive documentation and quantitative monitoring of the
product development process plays a central role. The principles and practices of
agile software development, in turn, address the constant changes. For instance,
it is suggested that the requirements may not always be definable up-front, and
that higher customer satisfaction and a higher quality of end products can be
accomplished through continuous collaboration with the customer and
incremental delivery of working software. In this mode of development, the
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emphasis is put on face-to-face communication, self-organisation of teams, and
flexible and context specific software development processes.
Table 4. Fundamentals.
Characteristic Plan-Driven View

Software
Process

Software
Development

Agile View

High predictability and stability of
software development (Lycett et al.
2003)

Rapid response to constant changes

Repeatable, well managed, and
measurable software processes

Context specific and adaptable
software process

Goals of product and productivity
fixed beforehand

Product requirements rapidly change
throughout the development

Extensive documentation

Light documentation (simplicity = the
art of maximising the work not done)

Quantitative monitoring

Face-to-face communication

One-off delivery of end-product

Continuous, iterative delivery of
working software

Monitoring and management of
software development

Self-organisation of teams
Regular team reflections to become
more effective

From the viewpoint of the different SPI elements, the differences between the
traditional and agile approaches are, to some extent, contradictory. In Table 5 the
traditional viewpoint of organisational SPI is set against the agile viewpoint.
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Table 5. Organisational SPI Models.

Organisational SPI Models

Characteristic

Plan-Driven View

Agile View

SPI Approach

Top-down

Bottom-up

Primary Goal

Organisational procedures for
improving the organisational
software process(es)

Adapting the process to the contextual
needs of individual project teams

SPI Control

Organisational control of SPI

Self-organisation of teams

Knowledge
Transfer

Explicit knowledge: external
knowledge capture and inert
knowledge transfer to support a
learning paradigm (Lycett et al.
2003)

Face-to-face communication Tacit
knowledge: Establishing and updating
project knowledge in the participants’
heads rather than in documents.
(Boehm & Turner 2005)

Organisational Goals

Contextual needs

Measurements

Experience and Learning of Software
Developers

Basis for
Improvement

Improving the effectiveness of
individual project teams

Regular team reflections

Traditionally, SPI has been approached in a top-down manner, in which the
organisational level has played a major role in defining the goals of SPI and
planning, managing, and controlling the SPI initiatives. In the agile software
development context, on the contrary, the experience and knowledge of software
developers and the self-organisation of software developers in improving and
adapting their daily working practices have been clearly placed in a central role.
In the agile approach, the role of management is to organise and co-ordinate
rather than plan, execute, or control. Furthermore, the contextual needs for
improving and adapting processes throughout the entire development process are
emphasised, rather than the organisational goals in the regular SPI activities of
development teams.
In Table 6, the process standards and assessments are compared in the context of
traditional and agile software development.
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Standard Processes and Assessments

Table 6. Standard Processes and Assessments.
Characteristic

Primary
Goals(s)

Plan-Driven View

Agile View

Assess and improve the
organisational software process
against a standard reference
process model

Assess and improve the
organisational software process by
identifying the potential agile
practices

Evaluate the maturity of the
organisation as a whole
Evaluate the capability of
individual process areas of the
organisation

The standard based evaluation of
maturity not currently addressed in
agile sotware development1

Certify the maturity level of the
organisation

Traditionally, standard process models, such as CMMI, have played a central
role in organisational SPI initiatives (Table 6). Different assessment methods
have been used to provide support for evaluating the maturity and capability of
organisational software processes against the standard process models. In agile
software development, the standardization work is currently ongoing. This work
aims at the recognition of agile methodologies, practices and principles as part of
commonly accepted standard process models. Currently, the assessment methods
in standard processes do not define how to appraise agile software development
processes. Various independent assessment methods have, however, been
suggested to provide organisational mechanisms for the assessment and selection
of potential agile methods.
In Table 7, the process tailoring aspect of SPI is considered from the viewpoints
of traditional and agile software development.

1
Currently, the standardization work of the IEEE 1648 working group
(http://standards.ieee.org/board/nes/projects/1648.pdf) for establishing and managing software
development efforts using agile methods is ongoing. The relation of agile software development
and standard processes and assessments is yet undefined.
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Table 7. Process Tailoring.
Characteristic

Process Tailoring

Primary Goal(s)

Supporting
Mechanisms

Plan-Driven View

Agile View

Continuous tailoring/improvement
of organisation’s standard software
process(es) (OSSP)

Tailoring (at the beginning of a
project) a project specific software
process from OSSP using
organisational tailoring guidelines

Static tailoring, i.e., one-off,
up-front definition of a project
specific software process using
organisational guidelines and
process libraries)

Dynamic tailoring, i.e., continuous
adaptation of project specific
software processes during the
ongoing project

Organisational goals, SPI
initiatives, Pilot projects,
Process Measurements, Process
Assessments, Project post-mortem,
observation, brainstorming
sessions, surveys, analysis methods,
etc.

Comprehensive pattern based
process framework

Organisational tailoring guidelines
Organisational process library
Quantitative selection of project
specific methods and tools

Regular team reflections in a faceto-face manner for explicit
collective learning and process
adaptation

Self-organisation of development
teams

Defined set of organisational
processes to select the best method
for the project

Organisational guidelines for
Databases and process maps to
capture criteria and information for tailoring
process tailoring

In the fundamentals of agile software development, the process tailoring is likely
to be the most visible and central SPI element. Traditionally, process tailoring is
often understood as an activity in which the organisational software processes
are modified or where the organisational process is tailored for a specific project
as a one-off activity at the beginning of a project (Table 7). This activity has
been traditionally supported by organisational process libraries, standard process
models, tailoring guidelines, and quantitative mechanisms for evaluating suitable
methods and tools. In addition, the role of capturing, storing and analysing
learning from previous projects (e.g., project postmortems) has been
traditionally a main means of defining the existing practices of software
development and organisational guidelines for process tailoring. In the agile
context, on the other hand, the tailoring has been characterised as on ongoing
dynamic process in which the experience and collective face-to-face learning of
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the software development team is the main source for guiding the context
specific process adaptation. Thus, unlike in traditional SPI, the process
adaptation in agile software development can be considered to apply a bottomup approach in contrast to the more top-down project level process tailoring. So
far, this activity has been only loosely linked with organisational SPI.
Furthermore, only rarely (e.g., Highsmith 2004) has the relevance of
organisational framework of processes and practices, or that of organisational
guidelines, in the process adaptation of agile software development teams been
acknowledged.
In Table 8, the process deployment mechanisms of traditional and agile software
development are compared.
Table 8. Process Deployment.

Process Deployment

Characteristic

Primary Goal(s)

Plan-Driven View

Agile View

Introducing new process model/
methods/tools in an organisation

Introducing agile processes in
projects
Transitioning from traditional to
agile processes

Supporting
Mechanisms

Organisational SPI Models

Piloting

Piloting

Iterative deployment

Approach(es)

Big-bang/Piecemeal

Big-bang/Piecemeal

An organisation can select between the big-bang and piecemeal approaches in
the deployment of agile or traditional software development process models,
methods and tools. In traditional deployment, the organisational viewpoint of
piloting, and evaluating new practices and their deployment in organisational
software processes have been in a central role, which has been supported by
organisational SPI models. The agile deployment mechanisms have largely
focused on mechanisms for supporting the deployment of new practices
especially within individual project teams. For example, the iterative process
model has been advocated for a piece-meal deployment of agile practices
(Kähkönen 2005). In addition, some specific methods have also been recently
suggested for supporting the identification of potential agile practices, methods
and tools in organisations (e.g., Pikkarainen & Passoja 2005). Agile software
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development has been said to lack mechanisms to support the deployment of
agile practices in organisations which currently often base on maturity oriented
plan-driven processes (e.g., Boehm & Turner 2005).
Table 9. Measurement in SPI.

Measurement

Characteristic

Plan-Driven View

Agile View

Identify weaknesses in software process
and set improvement goals

Managing of software
development projects

Identify improvement opportunities in
software process

Primary
Goal(s)

Verify the effect of process improvements
Monitor the process improvement
initiatives

In SPI, traditionally, process measurement (Table 9) plays a central role. For
example, metrics have been used to identify weaknesses in the current status of
organisational software development, setting improvement goals, verify the
effects of improvements and also to monitor SPI initiatives by organisational SPI
stakeholders. In the context of current agile SPI mechanisms, however, the role
of measurement has not been specifically addressed. The need to evaluate the
effects of the process changes made by the software development teams (e.g.
through regular team reflections) has been addressed (Beck 1999) but no
quantitative mechanisms have been suggested. The role of metrics has, however,
been addressed more in the context of agile project management (Highsmith
2004, Schwaber 2004).

Experience, Knowledge and
Learning

Table 10. Experience, Knowledge, and Learning.
Characteristic

Plan-Driven View

Agile View

Primary Goal(s)

Harvesting and utilization of
knowledge and experience to
improve organisational practices

Improving and adapting the
software process continuously
during the ongoing project

Supporting SPI initiatives
Supporting
Mechanisms

Storing the experience in a
database for retrieval & analysis
Project PMA’s
Interpreting metrics data
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Regular team reflections to
identify weaknesses and
improvement opportunities in
software process

While measurements play a central role in traditional SPI, the role of experience,
knowledge and learning has been highly valued in agile software development
(Table 10). Traditionally, the knowledge and learning of software developers has
been utilised in SPI by harvesting experiences from finished projects for
organisational analysis and for improving organisational software development
practices for future projects. The contextual knowledge of software developers
has traditionally also been utilised to interpret metrics data collected from pilot
projects, for instance.
The role of experience and learning is somewhat different in agile software
development. The benefits brought by learning to immediately improve the
practices of the ongoing project are emphasised by conducting regular team
reflections among the software development teams. Thus, the experiences and
learning of software developers are used to guide the SPI within the project
teams. For example, the software developers make decisions on how they will
change their daily working practices by analysing, e.g., the impediments of the
previous iteration. Thus, whereas in traditional SPI the metrics play an important
role in the identification of SPI goals, the knowledge and learning of software
developers is the corresponding tool in agile context.
Currently, organisations are often running traditional and agile software
development projects simultaneously. Thus, it has been realised that there is a
need to fit agile software development methodologies and ideologies into
organisations using mainly established and mature plan-driven processes (e.g.,
Boehm & Turner 2005) and to extend the scope of existing agile software
development methodologies. Thus, there is a strong case for balancing the
currently dominating traditional SPI ideologies and methodologies with the
fundamentals of agile software development in order to benefit from the
strengths of these approaches while also compensating for their weaknesses
(Boehm & Turner 2003b, Lycett et al. 2003).
Despite some fundamental differences, both the traditional and agile approaches
to SPI include valuable aspects that should be taken into consideration when
contemplating SPI in organisations. From the first viewpoint of this research,
i.e., project level SPI of agile software development teams, there are certain
issues of traditional SPI that cannot be overlooked. For one, even though the
team reflections of agile software development teams place high emphasis on the
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learning and process (improvement) knowledge of software developers, the
measurement of the software process and product to support quantitative and
qualitative verification of the process improvements might still be in place. In
addition, especially in large organisations, it may not be appropriate to leave the
individual project teams to self-organise and adapt their process without any
management control. This highlights the importance of defining the
organisational guidelines for the dynamic process tailoring that takes place
within teams throughout the software development project.
From the second focus of this research – i.e., integrating the SPI activities of
agile software development teams and continuous organisational improvement –
there are certain issues of agile software development that cannot be overlooked.
Firstly, it seems as if the face-to-face communication and collective and iterative
learning among agile software development teams provides new kinds of
opportunities for organisations to learn. However, the traditional mechanisms for
harvesting, storing, analysing and disseminating process knowledge from
projects to the organisation might require significant adaptation to fit the agile
software development context. For example, the light documentation of agile
software development does not encourage the documentation of the learning that
takes place within agile software development teams. However, the utilisation of
this knowledge on an organisational level would require some means of
capturing the very valuable yet context-specific process knowledge of individual
teams.
Even though the agile software development values, principles and practices
have been the starting point for this research, the above differences, benefits, and
challenges in both traditional and agile approaches to software development and
SPI have been a guiding influence in this research.
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4. Research Design
In this section, the research approaches and methods, and the evolution of the
research are defined. This section contains a description of the research setting
including the contexts of the research and a description of the case projects. In
addition, the collection, storage, analysis, and reporting of the results of the
research are described. Finally, the research design is summarised.

4.1 Research Methods and Evolution
This study can be classified as applied research and, more specifically, as
constructive research. Järvinen (2001) defines constructive research as typically
involving the building of a new innovation based on existing (research)
knowledge and new technical or organisational advancements. Furthermore,
Järvinen suggests that constructive research also involves an evaluation of the
innovation. According to Järvinen, in constructive research it is possible to
accept a prototype or even a plan as a research outcome instead of a final
product. Following the classification of research epistemologies into positivist,
interpretive or critical (Chua 1986), this study can be characterised as qualitative
research that adopts an interpretive stance of investigation. The nature of
interpretive research has been defined as based on the assumption that social
constructions are the basis of our knowledge of reality and, rather than
predefining dependent and independent variables, the focus is on the
“complexity of human sense making as the situation emerges” while attempting
“to understand phenomena through the meanings that people assign to them”
(Klein & Myers 1999). In addition, this study can be claimed to adopt
pragmatism as its underlying philosophy, as suggested is the case in most forms
of AR (Baskerville & Myers 2004). In this study, the practical implications of
SPI activities are considered vital components in understanding the meaning and
truth and their effect on the theoretical implications.
In the research framework of March and Smith (1995), two types of science are
identified: natural science and design science. From the viewpoint of this
classification, this research falls into the category of design science as it
“attempts to create things that serve human purposes” (March & Smith 1995,
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p. 253) rather than trying to understand reality as such. As constructive research,
the framework of March and Smith defines ‘build’ and ‘evaluate’ as the basic
activities of design science, and distinguishes them from the ‘theorization’ and
‘justification’ activities of natural science. Järvinen (2001, p. 89) defines the
building activity as “a process of constructing an artefact/innovation for a
specific purpose”, which consists of three steps: initial state, building process,
and target state. In addition, Järvinen defines the evaluation activity as “a
process of determining how well the artefact performs” (Järvinen 2001, p. 89)
which requires metrics to support the assessment of the accomplishment. Within
this research, both the build and evaluation activities were implemented in the
case studies (Table 11).
Table 11. Research approaches and methods applied.
Research
Approach

Research
Methods

Empiria of Evaluation
(Case Project(s))

Evaluation of
the Output

Evaluate

Case study research

I

Paper II

Build-Evaluate

Action research –
Case study research

II (and I)

Paper III

Build-Evaluate

Action research –
Case study research

IV (and I–III)

Paper IV

Build-Evaluate

Action research –
Case study research

V (and I–IV)

Paper V

Build-Evaluate

Action research –
Case study research

V (and I–IV)

Paper VI

Build-Evaluate

Action research –
Case study research

VI (and I–V)

Paper VII

In the first case project, the evaluation was conducted based on research data
gathered from a finished project. From the second case project, the buildingevaluation activity was used iteratively, complying with the cycles of agile
software development of the case projects. The evaluation of the results occurred
in more irregular cycles and was published in scientific papers (Table 11). It
should be also noted that, when available, the evaluation activity always
included the empiria from multiple case projects (Table 11).
The research framework of March and Smith (1995) identifies four types of
design science products: concepts (i.e., constructs), methods, models, and
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implementations (i.e., instantiations). In this research, two types of research
outputs can be identified: methods and models. March and Smith define the
method as “ways of performing goal-directed activities” (1995, p. 253) or,
alternatively, as “a procedure or process for attaining an object” (MerriamWebster Online Dictionary 2006). The project level SPI method (Iterative
Improvement Process) (Paper V), which was iteratively designed during the
research and the framework for deploying agile practices (Paper VI), can be
considered as such outputs. In addition, March and Smith define model as a
higher order construction used for describing tasks, situation, or artefacts,
whereas Järvinen (2001) defines model as “a set of propositions or statements
expressing relationships among constructs”. Within this research, the integration
of a project level SPI method for agile software development in the context of
organisational SPI can be regarded as such a construction (Paper VII).
Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of the research. Seven main stages of research
can be identified: a literature review, a case study (case project I), and five main
AR cycles (case projects II–VI). In addition, each of the AR cycles consists of
multiple internal iterations described in more detail in 4.1.4.
Case
Study VI

Increase of
Research Focus
& Understanding
Case
Study V

Agile Deployment
Mechanisms

Case
Study IV

Case
Study III

Organizational Level SPI Activities

Case
Study II

Project Level SPI Activities

Case
Study I

Literature
Review
03–09/
2003

Current Status of Agile Software Development

02–04/
2003

10–12/
2003

02–04/
2004

05–07/
2004

08–09/
2004

Figure 3. Evolution of Research.
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02–04/
2005

Time

.
A literary review of agile methodologies conducted in 2002 can be regarded as
the starting point of this research. The review provided an important input for
the research by offering knowledge of the current state of agile methods at that
point in time. The six case projects of this research were conducted between
spring 2003 and spring 2005 (Figure 3). These six case projects form a multiplecase study. According to Yin (2003), multiple-case studies enable broad
generalisations based on the collective case study evidence. The consecutive
arrangement of the case projects also enabled a longitudinal case study, which
allowed the evolvement of certain phenomena to be studied over time (Yin
2003). Furthermore, the case studies of this research can be regarded as
explanatory studies as they focus on “operational links needing to be traced over
time, rather than mere frequencies or incidence” (Yin 2003, p. 6).
The focus of the study was adjusted throughout the research process based on
the increased understanding of the topic. The AR approach in five of the case
projects (II–VI) (sub-section 4.1.4), in particular, provided an opportunity for the
researcher to iteratively re-adjust the focus of the research based on the results of
the previous cycle. Figure 3 illustrates the study of existing literature, which was
emphasised at the beginning of the research but which was also carried out as a
continuous activity all through the research project. The three first case projects
focused mainly on the project level SPI activities of agile project teams. Once
the importance of organisational level SPI activities in the agile software
development context was realised, the focus of the study was extended to this
area (case studies III–VI). Finally, also the mechanisms of deploying agile
software development were addressed in case project VI. It should be noted that
the research of organisational SPI mechanisms provided new knowledge also
from the viewpoint of project level SPI among the agile project teams. Thus, the
focus of research was continuously expanded rather than changed.
In the following sub-sections, the different stages of this research are discussed
in more detail. Firstly, the literature review is addressed; secondly, the first case
study (case project I) is presented and, finally, the AR approach, as applied in
case projects II to VI, is discussed.
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4.1.1 Literature Review
The first preparatory stage of this research was conducted in 2002 as a literature
review on agile software development. As suggested by Cooper (1984), the
literature review aimed at defining the research topic’s current state of
knowledge. More specifically, the research aimed to identify the fundamentals
of agile software development and to study the existing agile software
development processes as well as to chart the available empirical evidence on
the topic – scientific as well as anecdotal. The results of the literature review
were published in (Abrahamsson et al. 2002).
According to Cooper, the cumulative nature of science requires trustworthy
accounts of past research to form a necessary condition for orderly knowledge
building (Cooper 1984). In this research, the literature review contributed to
determining the focus of the incipient research in the field of agile software
development, and developing insightful research questions on the topic, as
suggested in (Yin 2003). The literature study revealed, among other issues, that
the evidence on agile methods was, at the time, based largely on anecdotal rather
than scientific evidence. Concurrently, this observation was also made elsewhere
(Lindvall et al. 2002). Furthermore, an important input for the topic of this thesis
was the finding from the initial literature review that only a few methods
suggested any means for conducting SPI within agile project teams, even though
such an activity was highly rated in the principles of agile software development
(Agile Alliance 2001) and had been recognised by agile proponents. One of the
twelve principles of the agile manifesto (Agile Alliance 2001) states that “at
regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes
and adjusts its behavior accordingly”. Also Cockburn – one of the original
signatories of the agile manifesto – has stated that “each situation calls for a
different methodology” (Cockburn 2002). Furthermore, the XP practice of “just
rules” declared that “the team can change the rules at any time as long as they
agree on how they will assess the effects of the change” (Beck 1999). However,
the existing agile methodologies, including XP, did not seem to provide a means
for accomplishing such an iterative improvement. The preliminary study on agile
methodologies revealed two existing methods that were to be an important
starting point of the SPI research described in this thesis: the methodologygrowing technique (Cockburn 2002) by Cockburn and a learning mechanism
called postmortem reviews by Dingsøyr and Hanssen (2002). The empirical
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evidence on SPI in the context of agile software development was still nearly
non-existent (Dingsøyr & Hanssen 2002). Thus, it was clear that research was
needed in the field of SPI in agile software development.

4.1.2 Case Study
The research method applied in the case projects of the research can be
categorised as a case study. As suggested by Yin (2003), the research focused on
a contemporary set of events and it relied on multiple sources of empirical
evidence, both qualitative as well as quantitative.
The research method of the first case project also included elements of the
history method (Yin 2003) as the researcher did not have any virtual access or
control over the events, but rather the main source of research was the
documentation of a finished project (Yin 2003). For example, a transcribed
interview and data from the project retrospectives (Dingsøyr & Hanssen 2002)
were available to the researcher; these had been collected by other stakeholders
prior to the involvement of the researcher. However, the researcher did not
completely rely on the past as there were relevant persons available to report on
the events, as was recommended for a distinctive contribution of a history (Yin
2003). Even though the researcher had no opportunity to observe the events, she
still had the opportunity for retrospective discussions with the software
developers as well as other stakeholders of the project. The developers even
participated in the publishing of the results in paper II.

4.1.3 Action Research
From the second case project onwards, the AR method was adopted. AR has
been identified as constructive (Järvinen 2001) and qualitative research (Avison
et al. 1999), which is one form of case study (Cunningham 1997). Unlike other
types of case studies, the purpose of the AR case study is to develop “concepts
which help facilitate the process of change” and where “theory emerges in the
process of changing” (Cunningham 1997, p. 403). Furthermore, the AR process
incorporates both building and evaluation sub-processes (Järvinen 2001) that are
identified in the research framework of March and Smith (1995).
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AR has been argued to provide highly relevant research results due to its
foundation on practical action, which aims at solving an immediate problem
situation, while also contributing to the theory (Baskerville 1999). AR originates
from the field of social sciences in the 1940s (Lewin 1946). Since then AR has
been suggested to solve the practical problems in the fields of organisational
science (Susman & Evered 1978) and education in which it has also been
accepted as a valid research method (Baskerville & Myers 2004). The
importance of AR has also increased in IS (Information Systems) studies
towards the end of the 1990s (Lau 1999) even though it is still largely ignored
(Avison et al. 1999). Actually, it has been arqued that, still today, the “IS
researchers continue to struggle to make excellent research practically relevant”
(Baskerville & Myers 2004, p. 329) while acknowledging the potential of AR
methods in providing a means to improve the practical relevance of their
research (Baskerville & Myers 2004).
In the 1970s Susman and Evered identified a crisis in organisational science;
while the practical problems of members, groups, organisations or networks of
organisations were partially solved by using research methods that where able to
generate knowledge to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of organisations,
this was often accomplished at the expense of the quality of the working life of
their employees (Davis & Taylor 1972). This was caused by highlighting the
neutrality of how knowledge was created and, as a result, the underlying
meanings and latent values were often not recognised (Susman & Evered 1978).
Thus, the AR method aims at providing a means to perceive the interaction
between the human social systems and information technologies as a whole
entity, the parts of which affect each other (Baskerville 1999). In addition, AR
aims at contributing to both science and practice (Rapoport 1970, p. 499)
through iterative change and reflection (Susman & Evered 1978). On the one
hand, it aims at contributing to the science “by joint collaboration within a
mutually acceptable ethical framework” (Rapoport 1970, p. 499). On the other
hand, AR is concerned with contributing “to the practical concerns of people in
an immediate problematic situation” (Rapoport 1970) in a given social context.
According to Susman and Evered (1978), one aim of AR is also to develop
competencies of self-help for people facing problems.
AR has been defined to always involve a team that includes researchers and
subjects as co-participants in the enquiry and change experiences (Baskerville
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1999). Through interaction and personal understanding, the researcher also
becomes part of the study (Baskerville 1999) while also adopts a helping role
with practicioners (Baskerville & Myers 2004). The application domain of AR
ideally includes active involvement of the researcher with expected benefit for
both research and practice, immediately adopting the obtained knowledge, and a
cyclical process where theory and practice are linked (Baskerville 1999). Such
an approach seems to be extremely well suited for the domain of this research, in
which the iterations of agile software development were used to evaluate and build
SPI mechanisms. At project level, the collaboration of the researcher and the
software developers aimed at providing mechanisms for immediate improval of
the daily working practices of developers, while gaining research knowledge on
how to conduct agile process adaptation among agile software development teams.
At an organisational level, the co-operation of the researcher and the Software
Engineering Process Group (SEPG) aimed at improving the organisational
software development process while gaining research knowledge on how to
integrate agile software development and organisational SPI mechanisms. The
project level improvement workshops, i.e., Post-Iteration Workshops (PIW’s) at
project level, the SEPG meetings at organisational level and the role of the
researcher as a facilitator in both provided the researcher with an opportunity to
iteratively intervene, influence, support and take part in the defining and
planning of the actual process improvement actions and building of SPI
mechanisms along the way. Thus, the SPI processes within the case projects
were conducted in co-operation between the researchers and the software
developers, all of them being “mutually dependent on each other’s skills,
experiences, and competency” (Lau 1999, p. 154).
AR is not a single research method, but refers to a class of research approaches
(Baskerville 1999). Lau (1999) has identified four streams of AR: action
research (AR), participatory action research (PAR), action science (AS), and
action learning (AL). Unlike in traditional AR, the practitioners in PAR are
involved as both subjects and co-researchers and “solve problems themselves by
setting their own research agenda, collecting and analyzing the data, and
controlling overuse of the findings” (Lau 1999, p. 150). In this research,
however, the practitioners’ focus was on solving the practical problems of their
daily software development work. The purpose of the metrics data collection and
analysis conducted by the software developers was thus also to provide SPI
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knowledge for practical use. The researcher was able to utilise the knowledge for
research purposes too. The emphasis of AS is on studying the “participants’
behaviours as theories-in-use versus their beliefs as espoused theories” (Lau
1999, p. 150). In this research, however, the focus was not so much on the social
behaviour of participants, but on how they put their knowledge and learning into
action. AL varies from the traditional AR in the sense that its participants
typically come from different situations and have been involved in different
activities and face different problems. Thus, the learning goal in AL is individual
rather than collective. In this research, however, the software developers worked
in a single workspace and aimed at collective learning to improve their common
working practices. Thus, in the AR categorisation of Lau, this research falls into
the category of traditional AR.
Various frameworks have been suggested for evaluating the quality of AR
studies. For example, Davison has defined a set of principles for canonical AR
(Davison et al. 2004), and Hult and Lennung propose a set of major AR
characteristics (Hult & Lennung 1980). A framework for evaluating AR studies
especially in the context of IS studies has been proposed by Lau (1999). In the
following sub-sections, the characteristics of this research are defined using
Lau’s AR framework and its four AR dimensions: 1) conceptual foundation, 2)
study design, 3) research process, and 4) role expectations. The goal is to
provide a definition of how AR was actually applied within the last five case
projects of this study. It should also be noted that, in the following sub-sections,
the criteria of each dimension is defined with reference to the respective parts of
this thesis where the issue is defined in more detail.
4.1.3.1 Conceptual Foundation of AR
The dimension of “conceptual foundation” is first defined to include the research
aim as well as the theoretical assumptions in order to provide the intellectual
framework for the research. Furthermore, the criteria of perspective/tradition
aims at defining the researcher’s philosophical stance while the stream of AR is
used to distinguish the intent of the study (Lau 1999). In Table 12, the
“conceptual foundations” of this research are defined using Lau’s framework.
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Table 12. Conceptual Foundations of AR in the Research.
Criteria

Classification/Evaluation Criteria in this Research
Is the research aim or
question authentic and
practical in addressing a
practical problem in an
immediate situation?

Research aim
or question

Assumptions

Perspective
/tradition

Stream

Further
Definition

– A new SPI method for conducting Papers II, III, V
process adaptation (SPI) among
agile software development teams
– A tentative model for integrating Papers IV, VI
traditional SPI of organisational
level and agile process adaptation
of software development teams
– Integrating the agile process
adaptation mechanisms as a part
of an agile specific deployment
framework (to support the
deployment of agile software
practices in organisations)

Paper VII

Is some form of theory,
theme or concept
included?

The underpinning of the research is
in the theories and concepts of SPI
and traditions of software
engineering.

Underlying
theories and
concepts are
defined in
section 2.

What is the adopted
investigative stance?

Interpretive investigative stance

Section 4.1

Pragmatism as underlying
philosophy

Section 4.1

Explanatory case study

Section 4.1.2

This research is defined to follow
the AR stream.

Section 4.1.3

What AR type is used
(AR, PAR, AS or AL
streams) and is it
described consistently?

From a theoretical perspective, the aim of this research is to build SPI methods
for agile software development teams and organisations applying and deploying
agile methodologies. From a practical viewpoint, the goal is to provide software
development teams and organisations with mechanisms for identifying and
resolving immediate problems faced both by software developers and software
development organisations, and for improving their (daily) software
development practices. Thus, the underlying concepts of this research can be
found in the theories of SPI and in both the traditional and agile software
engineering methodologies (defined in Section 2 of this thesis). The research
design of this study is presented in Section 4 along with the perspectives,
traditions, streams and methods adopted in the course of the research.
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4.1.3.2 Study Design of AR
The dimension of “study design” describes the methodological details of the
study (Lau 1999). In Table 13, the multiple criteria proposed by Lau for defining
AR “study design” are presented along with a description of their use within this
research.
Table 13. Study Design Dimension of AR within this Research.
Criteria

Classification/Evaluation

Criteria in this Research

Background

Does the background
information provide a
sufficient understanding of
the research context?
– organisation of research
– nature and extent of its
problems/needs

The research contexts of this
research are defined
The six case projects of the research
are defined
Various kinds of organisational
needs defined:
– Improvement of daily working
practices of software developers
– Improvement of organisational
software process
– Deployment of agile software
development methods
Details of the change were not
defined in advance, but the planning
and implementation of change were
done iteratively in co-operation
among the respective organisational
participants: researchers, software
developers, management, and SEPG.
Six individual and consecutive case
projects were conducted in various
organisational settings: laboratory,
close-to-industrial, and industrial.

What is the nature and
extent of planned change?
Intended
change

Site

Is the involvement of
site(s) and organisation
defined?
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Further
Definition
Section 4.2.1
Papers I, VII
Section 4.2.2
Section 4.1.4.2

Section 4.1.4.2

Sections 4.2.1,
4.2.2

Further
Definition
Who are the participants?
The relevant stakeholders of the Section 4.2.2
research and their roles within the
SPI activities were defined.
Are the participants
– The project level SPI mechanisms Papers II–VII
directly affected by the
developed to address the
problem and benefiting
problems identified by the
from the intended changes
software development teams
to be made to address that
supported these teams directly in
Participants problem or need?
adapting/improving their daily
working practices iteratively.
– The developed organisational SPI
mechanisms directly supported
the organisational improvement
of the organisational agile
software development process/the
organisational deployment of
agile practices
Is the data credible,
Multiple data sources and data
Section 4.3
dependable and
collection mechanisms were used
and defined.
Data sources confirmable?
The validity of the research was
Section 4.1
evaluated using Yin’s framework.
Section 4.1:
Is there enough time for
The timeline of the research, the
problem diagnosis, action schedule of the case projects and
Figure 3
intervention, and reflective also the number and length of the
Section 4.2.2:
Duration
learning to take place?
project iterations were defined. The Table 19
research was pre-defined on a caseto-case basis.
Is the process conducted as The AR process was defined on a
Section 4.1
Degree of
planned or will it evolve
case-to-case basis in an evolutionary
openness
over time?
manner.
Are the intended type,
The entry at the launching of each
Section 4.2.2:
level, and extent of access project/duration and the schedule of Table 19
to the organisation
case projects were defined.
defined?
The access of the researcher was
arranged through the role of the
researcher as a facilitator of SPI
activities.
Access/exit
The occurrence of SPI activities was
defined for each case project.
Is the exit point of the
The role of the researcher as a
Section 4.2.2
study defined?
facilitator was pre-defined along
with the exit at the end of a predefined project life-cycle.
Does the reporting provide The central results of the research
Section 4.5
sufficient information for
have been published in various
Presentation judging its quality? What
scientific forums and have also gone
is the reporting style?
through an appropriate review
process.
Criteria

Classification/Evaluation

Criteria in this Research
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As illustrated in Table 13, the design of the research is defined throughout
section 4 of the thesis. As AR is regarded as one form of case study
(Cunningham 1997) the research design follows Yin’s categorisation of case
study stages (Yin 2003).
4.1.3.3 Research process of AR
The “research process” dimension is identified as the sequence of steps through
which AR is conducted (Lau 1999). The sequence of steps for conducting AR
makes it distinct from other research methods (Lau 1999). AR has been defined
to consist of one or more iterations of problem diagnosis, action interventions
and reflective learning (Lau 1999). Susman and Evered (1978) have also
proposed an iterative cycle of AR, including the steps of diagnosis, action
planning, action taking, evaluation, and specifying learning. In Table 14, the
criteria of the “research process” dimension are defined.
Table 14. Research Process Dimension within the Research.
Criteria
Problem
diagnosis

Action
interventions

Classification/
Evaluation
Are practical problems
or needs identified?
Are planned and
implemented actions
identified?
Are reflections
identified and explicit?

Reflective
learning

Criteria in this Research
Practical problems of software
development iteratively identified
and used as a basis for SPI
activities.
Planned and implemented SPI
actions iteratively identified (as a
part of the adopted and developed
SPI method)
– SPI actions iteratively validated
among the case project teams
– SPI methods iteratively updated
– Results published throughout the
research in scientific forums

Further
Definition
Section 4.1.4.1
(Diagnosing)
Section 4.1.4.2
(Action planning)
Section 4.1.4.3
(Action taking)
Paper V
Section 4.1.4.4
(Evaluating),
Section 4.1.4.5
(Specifying
learning), Table 18
Papers II–VII
(Section 4.5)
Section 4.1.1

Iteration

General
Lessons

Is there an iterative
Five case projects of AR
process planned as part consisting of multiple iterations:
of the study?
Case project II: 5 iterations of AR Section 4.2.2
Case project III: 5 iterations of AR
Case project IV: 5 iterations of AR
Case project V: 5 iterations of AR
Case project VI: 4 iterations of AR
Are there general
General lessons derived and
Papers II–VII
lessons from the study? published in scientific forums.
(Section 4.5)
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This research consists of five AR case projects, each of which can be regarded as
one cycle of AR. Furthermore, each case project embodies several iterations of
agile software development processes, each of which can also be considered a
cycle of AR. Thus, the steps of problem diagnosis, action intervention, and
reflective learning occurred iteratively during the individual case project as well
among the individual case studies. The two-level cycles of AR in this research
are defined in more detail in section 4.1.4 using the AR steps of Susman and
Evered (1978). Furthermore, the general lessons of this research have been
published in various scientific forums in order to submit the empirical evidence,
its analysis and conclusions for review and feedback.
4.1.3.4 Role Expectations of AR
Lau suggests the dimension of “role expectations” to clarify how the researcher
and other participants of the study are involved and what their capacities and
expectations are (Lau 1999). In Table 15, Lau’s criteria of role expectations in
AR are presented in the context of this research.
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Table 15. Role Expectations Dimension within the Research.
Criteria

Classification/
Evaluation

Researcher

Participants

Competency

Criteria in this Research

Further
Definition

What is the
role of the
researcher?

Researcher in the role of a facilitator of SPI
activities at project and organisational levels.

Section 4.2.2,
Table 20

What is the
role of
participants?

Depending on the case project, the research
included various participants, of which the
software development teams were in a central
role. The participants and their roles in the
research are described in detail in section 4.2.2.

Section 4.2.2,
Table 20

What
improvement
in competency
is planned for
participants?

– The competency of software development
teams in iteratively self-improving their daily
working practices.
– The competency of organisational SPI
stakeholders in supporting the process
adaptation of agile software development
teams and learning in a bottom-up manner.
– The software developers identified the
improvement goals of their software
development iteratively

What ethical
issues need to
be addressed?
Ethics

– An open manner of reporting the problems
among the software development teams
enhanced in PIW’s.
– No traceability provided between negative
findings of software process and the origin
(an individual software developer) beyond a
PIW session/software development team.
– The confidentiality issues agreed upon.

As in an emergent form of AR (Lau 1999), the researcher was in a role of
facilitating the SPI activities of the case project teams. The various participants
of the different case projects are defined in more detail in section 4.2.2. In a
central role, however, were the software development teams iteratively
conducting the activities of problem diagnosis, action interventions, and
reflective learning, which were built on the mechanisms of the Iterative
Improvement Process of SPI (Paper V). Accordingly, they were iteratively
dealing with and addressing the practical problems of software development,
thus aiming at improving the organisational base process to better fit their
context specific needs. On the other hand, the organisational stakeholders were
adopting SPI mechanisms in order to support the project teams in their SPI
activities while they were also systematically dealing with the SPI knowledge of
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software development teams in order to improve the base process and practices.
Thus in the context of this research, competency refers to the ability of the
organisational stakeholders to improve the working practices and, as a result, to
increase the efficiency of the production of software and the satisfaction of
software developers in their daily working practices.
The ethical issues addressed within the research concerned, firstly, the nontransparency between individual software developers and the resulting SPI
activities among software development teams. Secondly, the issue of
confidentiality was discussed and agreed upon among the research and customer
organisations of the research.

4.1.4 Five Cycles of Action Research
Susman and Evered (1978) have identified a cyclical and iterative process of AR
that consists of five steps: 1) diagnosing, 2) action planning, 3) action taking,
4) evaluating, and 5) specifying learning.

Figure 4. Susman and Evered’s Cyclical Process of AR (Susman & Evered 1978).
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The immediate client-system infrastructure (Figure 4) of this research can be
regarded as that of a software product being developed, but also as a software
development process that was collectively evolved by the software developers,
SEPG of the research organisation and the researchers. However, whereas the
software developers adapted (i.e., tailored) the underlying software development
process to fit their context specific needs in PIW’s, the SEPG meetings were
held to enhance long-term improvement of the base process (Mobile-D™)
(Abrahamsson et al. 2004, Ihme & Abrahamsson 2005).
In this research, two different levels of the AR cycle can be identified: 1) the
agile software development iterations within each of the case projects, and 2) the
six cycles of case projects conducted in the continuum of the research. The first
type of AR cycle involves the software developers and SEPG team members as
practitioners and the researcher as facilitator of the SPI meetings of the two
stakeholder groups. In fact, the AR cycles within a case project are run
concurrently with the cycles of the Iterative Improvement Process cycle (i.e., the
cycle of conducting PIW sessions). In the latter, the developers aim to adapt and
improve their daily working practices with the help of the facilitator (the
researcher acting as a facilitator), and the researcher gains knowledge for the
research purposes. The steps of the Iterative Improvement Process are defined in
detail in Paper V. Part of the AR cycles also included in the iterative
organisational SPI activities of the SEPG team that also involved the researcher
as a facilitator.
The second type of AR cycle involves the researcher’s activities to analyse data
from the previous case project(s) in order to further improve the SPI
mechanisms for the next project and, then, to evaluate the effects of the changes
afterwards. Each case project provided an AR loop in which the focus of
research could be readjusted based on the results of the previous iteration. The
short iterations of agile software development during the case projects also
provided an opportunity for the researcher to rapidly take and evaluate actions
concerning, for example, changes in the evolved SPI method in collaboration
with the software development teams and SEPG.
The central focus of this research – SPI both within project teams and at
organisational level, and the evolvement of the SPI mechanisms for project and
organisational purposes – involve the six central characteristics of AR identified
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by Susman and Evered (1978): 1) orientation towards creating a more desirable
future for people dealing with practical concerns, 2) collaborativeness between
the researcher and the client system, where the research process will benefit both
parties, 3) the focus on generating convenient procedures for communication and
problem-solving and its modification for the relevant environment, 4) generation
of theory grounded in action in cyclical process (Figure 4), where the theory
benefits the action and vice versa, 5) the re-examination and reformulation of the
theories and prescriptions in every new research situation, and 6) the realisation
that the events and relationships between people, for example, are functions of
each situation yet often invariant. Thus, it could be argued that the AR method
and the focus of this research represent an ideal match, as has also been
suggested more generally in IS research and AR (Avison et al. 1999).
In the following section, Susman and Evered’s (1978) AR steps are defined in
the context of this research.
4.1.4.1 Diagnosing
In the diagnosis of the problems and goals of improvement in this research, the
practice informed the research and vice versa, a unique characteristic of AR as
suggested by Avison et al. (1999). Two cycles can be identified in which the
activity of “defining of the problem” was conducted: between case projects and
iteratively during the project. First, by analysing the research data from the
finished and previous projects, the researcher was able to reconsider the focus of
the research while identifying weaknesses in the adopted SPI methods.
Secondly, the software development teams (in PIW’s) and the SEPG groups (in
SEPG meetings) together with the researcher (i.e., facilitator) iteratively defined
the problems and the possible solutions concerning both project specific and
organisational software development process. The improvements also concerned
the SPI mechanisms adopted within the project. In Table 16, the different
diagnostic activities, their occurrence, immediate target and also the
participatory actors and utilised inputs for the diagnosis are summarised.
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Table 16. Diagnosing Activities in the Case Projects.
Diagnosis During the Case Projects
Activity

PIW’s
(experience
collection
step)

SEPG
meetings

Occurrence

4/4/4/4/3

Target of Improvement
Practice: Project specific
software development
process/effectiveness of the
software development/
motivation of software
developers

Actor(s)
Development
Team,
Researcher,
i.e., facilitator

Input
Experiences
Knowledge
Feedback
Metrics

Research: Project level SPI
method in agile software
development

0/1/6/4/1

Practice: Organisational
software development
process/Organisational SPI
mechanisms
Research: Integrating SPI
method of agile project teams
and organisational SPI practices

SEPG team,
Researcher,
i.e. facilitator,
(software
developers)

PIW results
Postmortem results
Metrics
Experience
Knowledge

Diagnosis Between the Case Projects
Activity

Data
Analysis

Occurrence

5
(II–VI case
projects)

Target of Improvement
Research: Research
focus/Project level SPI method
and organisational SPI model
Practice: Base SPI method and
activities for future project and
SEPG team

Actor(s)
Researcher

Input
PIW data
Postmortem results
Metrics
SEPG meeting data
Experience
Knowledge

During the five AR case projects, a total of 19 PIW’s were iteratively held
among the software development team with the researcher acting as a facilitator.
The field “occurrence” in Table 16 defines the number of PIW’s and other SPI
activities within the different AR case projects. The PIW’s were placed as the
first activity of each software development iteration. In practice, the goal of the
PIW’s was to involve the software developers in identifying the problems in
their daily working practices (experience collection step) in order to accomplish
improvements and, consequently, to increase the effectiveness of the software
development process and its appeal to the software developers. In the SPI
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processes, the knowledge and experience of the developers were in a central
role, while the metrics data was also utilised.
Between the case projects, the researcher analysed the data from the previous
and preceding projects. The goal was to diagnose – on a case-by-case basis – the
future direction of the research as well as to define the next versions of the
research outputs. From the viewpoint of practice, the diagnosis between the case
projects resulted in a revised SPI method to be adopted in the next project team,
and also enhanced organisational SPI mechanisms for the SEPG group.
4.1.4.2 Action Planning
The selection of alternative actions to be taken was in a clear continuum with the
activities of diagnosis (sub-section 4.1.4.1). Thus, the action planning was done
between case projects by the researcher and iteratively during the project in
collaboration with the software development teams (in PIW’s) and SEPG group
(in SEPG meetings) (Table 2). During the case projects, the planned actions
concerned both project and organisational level SPI activities. The implications
for practical project-level action planning focused on the adaptation of the
software development process adopted by the development team, also including
the SPI method itself as a part of the software development process. On the
organisational level, the action planning within the SEPG team aimed to
improve the underlying base process (i.e., Mobile-D™) based on the
improvement opportunities identified by the project team (in PIW’s and project
postmortems), measurement data and the process (improvement) knowledge of
SEPG team members.
Between the case projects, the action planning was concerned with the definition of
the research focus for the following case project. In addition, based on the diagnosis,
the action planning also focused on how the SPI method adopted in the previous
case project should be improved for the next project team, and how the
organisational SPI mechanisms should be readjusted for the following case project.
The overall action plan of the research had a dual goal: to provide added value
for both research and practice. From the research viewpoint, the goal was to gain
understanding and knowledge of SPI within the projects and organisations
conducting agile software development in order to build and further refine the
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existing SPI mechanisms in this specific context. In practice, the more
immediate goals were: 1) to improve the effectiveness of software development
in agile software development projects, 2) to improve the satisfaction of
software developers in their daily work, 3) to provide mechanisms to improve
the organisational agile software development process (Mobile-D™), and 4) to
support the organisation in deploying the agile software development process.
4.1.4.3 Action Taking
Baskerville (1999) defines the action-taking step as involving the collaboration
of researchers and practitioners in an active intervention, in which certain
changes are made. In this research, the action-taking during the software
development projects concerned the implementation of the process
improvements identified, agreed and defined in collaboration with the software
developers and the researcher. The action-taking occurred in the iterative cycles
of agile software development. As the improvement actions concerned the
working practices, the action-taking, logically, took place during the software
development activities. The same iterative cycles of action-taking were
conducted at the organisational level SEPG meetings (case projects III–VI),
where the organisational level SPI actions were identified. In Table 17, the
number of actions taken by the software development and SEPG teams of each
case project is presented.
Table 17. Actions Taken in the Case Projects.
Level of Action

Project Level

Organisational Level

Case Project

Number of Identified Actions

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
Total
III
IV
V
Total

16
56
33
27
26
24
182
25
57
30
112
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Main Actor

Software
Development
Team

SEPG

In total, it was agreed that 182 actions would be conducted at project level
within the case project teams. This number includes the actions related to the
improvement of practice within the case projects and, thus, it does not include
the actions that were taken by the researcher on the SPI methods in between the
case projects. At project level, two types of actions could be identified:
1) actions directly related to SPI issues such as working procedures and tools of
software developers, and 2) actions related to other concerns of developers such
as acquisitions concerning the working environment. The SPI actions jointly
identified by the developers and the facilitator (i.e., researcher) also included
improvements directly-related to the SPI method itself as it was part of the
software development process. The project level actions were carried out by the
software development team, yet a proportion of the actions also required the
support or action-taking from other organisational stakeholders, such as the
support team.
At the organisational level, a total of 112 actions were taken by the SEPG. The
number includes data from case projects III–V during which the organisational
SPI methods were actively built and conducted. Furthermore, the data of the
organisational SPI activities of case project VI is excluded due to the different
role of the researcher in that context. The organisational action-taking
considered several issues that were identified largely by analysing the SPI
actions of the project teams. The organisational level improvements concerned,
for example, training, software development tools, data collection mechanisms,
the underlying software development process model (Mobile-D™), and support
of project teams in their SPI activities during the projects.
In AR, the role of an action researcher is defined as being active in discovering
improvements, as well as in controlling that the improvements are properly
applied (Chein et al. 1948). The actions taken during this research included, for
example, the building and evaluation of follow-up and validation mechanisms
for the project and organisational SPI methods in order to provide a means, for
both practice and research, to evaluate whether the actions were actually taken
and how successful they were (see Papers IV, V, and VI).
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4.1.4.4 Evaluating
In AR, once the actions are completed, the researchers and practitioners should
collaboratively evaluate the outcomes (Baskerville 1999). In the case studies, the
iterative cycles of agile software development provided an adequate setting for
evaluating the process improvement actions of software development teams. In
fact, the Iterative Improvement Process (Paper V) has been built to include an
activity of follow-up and evaluation (see Paper V), in which the software
developers and the facilitator systematically assess how effective the
improvements are and if they should be embedded in daily working procedures
or disregarded. These activities of follow-up and evaluation can be considered as
evaluating the implications of AR in practice, i.e., assessing whether the
software developers are provided with adequate support and mechanisms for
actually improving their software development process and whether the effects
are considered as positive.
On the other hand, the implications of AR for research had to be evaluated. In
this research, the active participation in the SPI activities provided the researcher
with immediate feedback from software developers and experience on whether
and how the SPI mechanisms needed to be modified. Thus, the researcher was
continuously and iteratively evaluating the SPI methods as well as the effects of
the changes made to them during the case projects (after each PIW and SEPG
meeting) and also between case projects based on the research data gained from
the project.
4.1.4.5 Specifying Learning
Baskerville (1999) considers “specifying learning” as an ongoing process, in
which three targets for disseminating the results knowledge gained in the AR
can be identified: 1) organisation of research, 2) preparation for further AR
intervention, and 3) scientific community. In the research, the specifying
learning activities were, indeed, conducted in an ongoing fashion and with
multiple targets. Firstly, from the viewpoint of the scientific community, the
research findings were published in various scientific forums (see more in
section 4.5) so as to report the results of the research in its different stages and to
gain feedback from the scientific community. From the viewpoint of further AR
intervention, the learning was also suggested by the researcher for use in
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readjusting the research focus especially between case projects. In this task, the
researcher needed to consider various alternatives for broadening and readjusting the research focus based on the experiences and research data gained
form the previous project(s). As a result, a number of modifications to the
research focus can be identified (Figure 3). The evolution of the SPI
mechanisms, methods and techniques used during the case projects provides an
overview of the learning that occurred during the case projects (Table 18).
Table 18. Evolution of the SPI Mechanisms in the Case Projects.
Case
Project

Project Level: Iterative Improvement
Process

Organisational Level: SEPG activities

I

• KJ method
• Flap-sheet of action points

-

II

• Action point document
• Systematic follow-up procedures
• More exact action points

III

• Action point template
• Quality team feedback in PIW’s
• Action points with responsibilities,
schedule, and request for external support
• Qualitative validation of process
improvements

• Establishment of be-weekly SEPG
meetings for systematic evaluation of
org. level action taking
• Support mechanisms for project team
SPI activities

IV

• Be-weekly stand-up PIW
• Quantitative validation of process
improvements

• Quantitative feedback for project
teams

• No alterations in the method

• Organisational metric set for
analysing project level SPI

• No be-weekly stand-up PIW’s

• SEPG meeting at the end of the
project

V
VI

Table 18 illustrates the evolution of the ‘specifying learning’ activities
throughout the overall project. Analysis of the research data between the case
projects, and gathering direct feedback from the developers iteratively during the
project, revealed opportunities for building SPI mechanisms and activities at
both project and organisational levels. In Table 18, it can also be seen how the
need to alter especially the project level SPI mechanisms diminished towards the
end of the series of case projects.
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Furthermore, from the viewpoint of the research organisation, the SEPG team
analysed the learning of project teams in SEPG meetings in order to utilise it in
addressing the relevant organisational issues, e.g., content of training, the
organisational software development model and its description, software
development tools, and data collection mechanisms. From the viewpoint of
customer organisation, the learning was embedded in the end product being
developed, in its quality, content, and the efficiency of its development process.
Throughout the case projects, the customer was participating in the different
software development activities where the product was defined (e.g., iterative
planning) and evaluated (e.g., iterative customer testing). In case project VI, the
specification of learning also involved the evaluation of the pilot project in order
to specify how the Mobile-D™ process model would fit in the overall
organisational context.

4.2 Research Setting
This research involves six case projects. A description of the research
environments (4.2.1) as well as the case projects and their organisation (4.2.2)
can be found in the following sub-sections.

4.2.1 Context of Research
The six case projects of this research were conducted in three different research
contexts, which could be characterised as: laboratory setting, semi-industrial
research setting and industrial research setting. The context in which both the
laboratory and semi-industrial research was conducted, i.e., the ENERGI
(Industry-Driven Experimental Software Engineering Initiative) research
context, has been defined in detail in Paper I. Similar research environments for
studies on agile software development have been, later on, proposed also
elsewhere (Back et al. 2005).
4.2.1.1 Laboratory Research Setting
A preliminary study on agile methods (Abrahamsson et al. 2002) conducted at
VTT revealed that, at the time of launching the research of this thesis, the
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empirical evidence on the actual benefits and suitability of agile methods in
different contexts was based largely on anecdotal evidence rather than on
scientific knowledge. The urgent need to empirically assess the applicability of
agile methods in a structured manner (Lindvall et al. 2002) was evident in order
to benefit both the research and industry. Thus, the ENERGI environment was
established at 2003 to further study, evolve, experiment, and empirically
evaluate the proposed agile methods prior to their launching in an industrial
context and employed in implementing real software products. In other words,
ENERGI was designed to provide an environment for conducting software
projects with both research and business objectives and to enhance the close
collaboration of research and industry. In ENERGI, the research organisation
provides the software development teams with the physical environment with
office-space, equipment, training, support and, most importantly, the software
development processes and methods. In return, the research organisation is
provided with the benefits of extensive and ongoing research throughout the
development process. On the other hand, the customer organisation is provided
with the experiences of novel software development methods in addition to the
actual software development product.
The first two case projects of ENERGI, however, were conducted in an
environment that could be characterised as a laboratory setting (Figure 5). In
other words, the end product was implemented for internal and research use
without any external customer organisation being involved. In consequence, the
internal customer of the research organisation was taking part in the
development activities. In addition, the software development team was formed
from university students in the final stages of their studies and inexperienced in
using agile software development methods. The team was working in an officespace located in the facilities of a research organisation. The reason for
conducting the first case projects in such a controlled setting was to gain a high
degree of research control, which would allow the influence of certain variables,
such as business pressure and influence of external stakeholders, to be
eliminated. Thus, the aim was not so much to control the behavioural events or
to “sample over the variables that are being manipulated” (Wohlin et al. 2000,
p. 12) as in experimental research but rather to “sample from the variables
representing the typical situation” (Wohlin et al. 2000, p. 12). The AR team, on
the other hand, had an active role in training, supporting, and coaching the
software development teams throughout the case projects while conducting
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research. The researchers in the AR team were involved in the activities of
quality and support teams (Table 20) and they all had their own special focus
and field of know-how in the agile software development methods applied in
ENERGI projects. As a result, multiple master’s theses (e.g., Hanhineva 2004,
Hulkko 2004, Kyllönen 2005) along with other scientific publications (e.g.,
Abrahamsson 2003, Hulkko & Abrahamsson 2005, Korkala & Abrahamsson
2004, Koskela & Abrahamsson 2004, Kähkönen & Abrahamsson 2004) have
been published in the different areas of agile software development.
Research Organisation

Management

Software Development Team

Customer

AR Team

Figure 5. Laboratory Setting of Research.

4.2.1.2 Semi-Industrial Research Setting
In case projects III to V, the research was conducted in the semi-industrial
context of ENERGI (Figure 6).
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Research Organisation

Customer Organisation

Management
Management

Software Development Team

Customer

Software Developers
AR Team

Figure 6. Semi-Industrial Research Setting.
While the software development was conducted in the premises of the research
organisation, the participation of, and collaboration with, the customer
organisation was extensive. Firstly, the customer organisation provided software
development teams with their experienced software developers who also
possessed valuable knowledge of the end product that was being developed for
the customer organisation. Furthermore, the customer organisation provided the
off-site customer for the case projects, who was actively participating in the
defined activities of the development team. The development was managed in
collaboration with the customer and research organisation. For more details,
refer to Table 20 and sub-section 4.2.2.
4.2.1.3 Industrial Context
In case project VI, the research and the SPI methods were transferred to an
industrial context (Figure 7). The customer organisation was interested in
exploring the opportunities of agile software development, firstly in a pilot
project. Thus, the Mobile-D™ (Abrahamsson et al. 2004) process that was
developed within the five ENERGI case projects was adopted in the case project.
The reason for selecting Mobile-D™ was its suitability regarding the mobile
product that was to be implemented and the availability of expertise regarding
the Mobile-D™ process and its practices. The goal of the customer organisation
was to gain experiences concerning the software development process of the
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pilot project in developing an organisation specific agile process model
alongside the traditional process model.
Research Organisation

Customer Organisation

Management
Management

Customer

Software Developers

Software Development Team
AR Team

Figure 7. Industrial Research Setting.
The case project was conducted in the premises of the customer organisation.
The software development team mainly consisted of the software developers of
the customer organisation while it was also strengthened with members of the
research organisation (i.e., AR team members and additional software
developers) (see sub-section 4.2.2). Thus, the AR team of the research
organisation was actively participating in the pilot project. Furthermore, the
management of the pilot project was conducted in close collaboration between
the research and customer organisations. The customer for the agile software
development project was naturally provided by the customer organisation.

4.2.2 Case Projects and Organisation
Table 19 provides an overview of the characteristics of the six case projects.
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Table 19. Characteristics of the Case Projects.
Characteristic

Project I

Project II

Project III

Project IV

Project V

Project VI

Context

Laboratory

Laboratory

SemiIndustrial

SemiIndustrial

SemiIndustrial

Industrial

Product

Intranet
Application

Mobile
Software

Mobile
Software

Mobile
Software

Mobile
Software

Mobile
Software

Iterations

6

6

6

5 (planned)
9 (actual)

5

5

Duration

9 weeks

9 weeks

9 weeks

8 weeks

8 weeks

Schedule

02–04/2003

10–12/2003

02–04/2004

05–07/2004

08–09/2004

02–04/2005

Development
Effort in person
months (pm)

7.5 pm

10 pm

5.5 pm

5.2 (total
9.1) pm

7.1 pm

7.2 pm

Project Level
SPI activities

5 PIW’s

4 PIW’s
1 PMA

4 PIW’s
1 PMA

4 PIW’s
1 PMA

4 PIW’s
1 PMA

3 PIW’s
1 PMA

-

-

1 SEPG
meeting

6 SEPG
meetings

4 SEPG
meetings

1 SEPG
meeting

XP

Mobile-D™
0.1

Mobile-D™
0.2

Mobile-D™
0.3

Mobile-D™
0.4

Mobile-D™
0.4

Organisational
SPI activities
Process

9 weeks (p)
11 weeks (a)

The two first projects were conducted as laboratory experiments, case projects
III–V as semi-industrial case projects, and the last project VI as an industrial
case project (see sub-section 4.2.1.1). All the projects, except for the first one,
focused on the development of mobile software for various mobile devices.
Thus, all the case projects produced a real software product, even though the
outputs of the first two projects were mainly built for research purposes. All the
projects adopted an agile software development process model with several short
iterations (Table 19). The software development process was incrementally built
during and in between the case projects and evolved from XP to various versions
of the Mobile-D™ process. The improvement of the underlying software
development process model was conducted on two levels: at project level (i.e.,
iteratively within the development teams) and, in the four last projects, at
organisational level. The methods of SPI were incrementally developed during
this research and, altogether, 24 PIW’s, 5 project postmortems, and 12 SEPG
meetings were held in the course of this study (Table 19).
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The focus of the PIW’s was to provide the project team with mechanisms to
adapt the base process of software development iteratively throughout the
project. The main focus of the SEPG meetings was to improve the specific agile
software development process of the given research context. In the SPI
activities, metrics data and the process expertise of SEPG were utilised, while
the process knowledge of the development teams (PIW’s and PMA’s) was also
given a central role.
In the case projects, the SPI activities involved various stakeholder groups:
software engineering process groups (SEPG) and support teams consisting of
AR team members, software development teams, and customers, typically of
agile software development (Beck & Andres 2004). The composition and the
goals of the different stakeholder groups varied between the different projects
(Table 20).
Table 20. SPI Organisation of Case Projects.
Case
Project

SEPG

I

-

II
III
IV
V

Support team

Support Team
Management (1)
AR team (4)
Management (1)
AR team (4)

Project Team
4
~5.5

AR team (7)

4

Support team

AR team

Facilitator

(7+2 external)

4,5
(originally 6)

Facilitator

Support team

AR team

Facilitator

(8 + 2 external)

4–6

Customer
Research
On-Site
Research
Off-Site
Industrial
Off-Site
Industrial,
Off-Site
Industrial,
Off-Site

Management (1)
Facilitator (1)
Architect (1)
VI

Development Team
(2 internal + 3 external)
Customer (1)

Management (1)
External AR team (2)
(as project manager
and developer)

QE team (3)
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5
(+ 3 external QE team)

Industrial,
In-house,
Off-Site

The central tasks of the support team was to provide training for the software
developers concerning the agile software development process that was adopted
and to coach and support the project team throughout the project in the process,
tools, methods, and the infrastructure of the project. Furthermore, the support
team was responsible for providing the mechanisms for the metrics data
collection and supporting the project level SPI activities among the software
development team. Thus, one of the support team members had the role of a
facilitator and participated and conducted the PIW’s and PMA’s among the
development teams. The support team consisted of the researchers that formed
an AR team in which everyone had specific expertise in agile software
development and a specific focus of research. In addition, the last case project
team was strengthened with a Project Manager and two software developers
from the research organisation. The Project Manager and one of the software
developers were also members of the agile AR team of the research organisation.
Thanks to their previous experience and knowledge of agile methods, tools, and
procedures, they were able to provide timely support for the rest of the project
team, who had little experience of agile software development. A management
representative also participated in some of the informal meetings of the support
team, which were held during the first two case projects. Furthermore, in the last
case project, the management provided continuous organisational support for the
development team in deploying agile software development methods.
The project teams were in a central role regarding the SPI activities throughout
the case projects. For one, they adopted the Iterative Improvement Process
(Paper V) in which they iteratively conducted PIW’s and PMA’s together with
the facilitator in order to systematically adapt their base process and to provide
the organisational level with SPI requests and opportunities (Paper VI). In case
project VI, the project team also included an external quality engineering team,
which was responsible for the testing activities of software development (except
for unit testing).
The SEPG was established at the end of case project III, once the organisational
SPI activities had been established. In case projects III-V, the researcher took the
role of a facilitator in the organisational SPI meetings. The rest of the SEPG
team included support team members who had both experience and knowledge
of certain aspects of the agile software methods used in the case projects. In
addition, two external researchers participated in the SEPG team meetings in
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case projects IV–V. In case project VI, the SEPG meeting was held at the end of
the pilot project in order to improve the organisational agile software
development process. In this SPI activity, the meeting was facilitated by the
management, while the role of the external PIW facilitator was to provide SPI
knowledge when needed. In addition, other stakeholders of the pilot project
participated in the SEPG meetings (Table 20).
In all the case projects, the customer was in a central role by iteratively
evaluating the quality of the end product. Occasionally, the customers also
participated in the PIW’s in order to provide their experience regarding, mainly,
the product quality aspect rather than the software development process itself.
Furthermore, in case project VII, the customer and the management took part in
the PMA activity at the end of the project.
In the following section, the contents of the case projects are discussed in more
detail.
4.2.2.1 Case Project I: eXpert
The first case project of this thesis was also the first project of the ENERGI
initiative. Thus, at that time the research into agile methods in practice was in its
early stages and also new to the researchers involved. For this reason, a decision
was made to first start by building a software product for an internal customer
and mainly for research purposes. In the first case project, the research focused
on building an intranet application for managing research data. Consequently,
the first project team was fully formed from experienced university students. It
was also decided that the starting point would be to employ the XP (Beck 2000)
method and its practices as a base process for the project. One reason for
selecting XP was the fact that, at the time, XP was one of the most documented
agile methodologies (Abrahamsson et al. 2002) and provided specific
descriptions for the agile software development process.
The timeframe as well as the cost of the project were fixed prior to the project, yet
the requirements of the product were flexible and subject to change throughout the
project. The duration of the eXpert project was set at eight weeks and it took place
between February and April 2003 (Table 19). In all, six software development
iterations were conducted in the project. The first three iterations lasted two weeks
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and the last three iterations one week each. The last iteration was concerned with
system-testing and final fixing of the defects found in the product.
The software development team of eXpert consisted of four developers, all of
whom were 5–6th year university students with 1–4 years of industrial
experience in software development. None of the team members had any earlier
experience in using agile methods. The project team was working fixed office
hours (24 hours a week) in an open-office space throughout the project. In the
project, an on-site customer was present in the open-office space at an average
of 83% of the development time (Koskela & Abrahamsson 2004).
4.2.2.2 Case Project II: zOmbie
The second case project on the ENERGI case projects focused on the
development of mobile software. This was yet another new territory for the
researchers, for which reason it was essential to have a high degree of control
and low degree of business pressure by implementing the end product for an
internal customer. The goal of the software development team was to implement
a service enabling mobile stock exchange.
Project II employed the first version of Mobile-D™ software development
process. It was evolved on the practices of XP, which were enhanced during the
project and thereafter to better suit the mobile software development context.
From this project onwards, the central SPI goal of the ENERGI organisation was
to develop an agile software development process model especially for mobile
software development.
The timeframe as well as the cost of the project were fixed prior to the project,
while the requirements of the product were flexible and bound to change
throughout the project. The duration of the zOmbie project was set at nine weeks
and it took place between October and December 2003 (Table 19). In all, six
software development iterations were conducted in the project. The first iteration
lasted one week, the second, third and fourth two weeks, and the last two
iterations one week each. The last iteration was the system testing and fixing
phase to detect and fix the defects in the product.
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The project team consisted of five experienced university students (i.e., 5–6th
year students in information processing science) and one software developer
with several years of industrial experience, who also had a research interest in
the project. He was also acting as a valuable project manager and an on-site
coach for the project team due to his experience with both agile software
development and the Mobile-D™ process, both of which were new to the rest of
the development team. The project team was working 24-hour weeks in an openoffice space.
4.2.2.3 Case Project III: bAmbie
In the third case project, the software product development focused on
implementing a mobile software product as an extension to an existing software
product of the customer organisation. Thus, the business pressure and the quality
requirements for the end product were high. The software development process
was conducted with the second version of Mobile-D™ and involved an active
off-site customer from the customer organisation who was participating in the
different activities of the development process, such as the planning of iterations.

The timeframe as well as the cost of the project were fixed prior to the project,
while the requirements of the product where flexible and bound to change
throughout the project. The duration of the bAmbie project was set at nine weeks
and it took place between February and April 2004 (Table 19). The resulting end
product consisted of 3800 (logical) lines of code implemented in a total of 5.5
person months. In all, six software development iterations were conducted in the
project. The first iteration lasted one week, the second, third and fourth for two
weeks each, and the last two iterations one week each. The last iteration was the
system testing and fixing phase to detect and fix the defects in the product.
The project team consisted of an experienced software developer from the
customer organisation as well as three experienced university students (i.e., 5–6th
year students of information processing science). Furthermore, an off-site
customer from the customer organisation was iteratively participating in certain
activities of the software development, such as the planning game (Beck 1999).
The project team worked 24-hour weeks in an open-office space.
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4.2.2.4 Case Project IV: uniCorn
The focus of the uniCorn project was to produce a mobile software product for an
external customer organisation as an extension of their existing software product.
The business pressure, time constraints and quality requirements for the end
product were, once again, high. The timeframe as well as the cost of the project
were fixed prior to the project and the requirements of the product were expected
to change throughout the project. Originally, the duration of the bAmbie project
was set at nine weeks and it took place between May and July 2004 (Table 19).
However, the uniCorn project faced personnel problems during the two first
iterations, which resulted in changes in the team structure as well as in the duration
and total effort of the project and the composition of the iterations. As a result, the
planned project of nine weeks and five iterations (four two-week iterations and a
one-week system test and fix iteration) evolved into a total of nine iterations and
11 weeks. After the first two iterations, the project was re-launched. The first two
iterations consisted of 3.9 man months of effort and the seven one-week iterations
consisted of 5.2 man months. In total, the effort of the software developers in
uniCorn was 9.1 person months (see Table 19).

Originally, the project team consisted of an experienced software developer from
the customer organisation as well as four experienced software developers, who
were taking a one-year Symbian OS intensive course for professionals and doing
their half-year training in ENERGI. The project team worked 24-hour weeks in
an open-office space. The customer organisation, including the off-site customer
and the software developer, was the same as in project III. Thus, one of the team
members had earlier experience of Mobile-D™, agile software development and
of the end product. At the end of the second iteration, the size of the project team
diminished from six to four software developers. However, from the third
iteration onwards, an experienced Project Manager (the Project Manager in case
project II and software developer in case project I) joined the team, on a parttime basis (see Table 19).
4.2.2.5 Case Project V: Bubble
The focus of the Bubble project was to produce a mobile software product for an
external customer organisation. The timeframe as well as the cost of the project
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were fixed prior to the project. The duration of the Bubble project was eight
weeks and five iterations (1 x 1 weeks 3 x 2 weeks, and 1 x 1 weeks) and it took
place between August and September 2004 (Table 19). The project was
conducted in a total of 7.1 person months. The size of the project team varied
between four to six developers for the different iterations, including an
experienced project team from the uniCorn project, which was complemented
with an external TDD expert. The customer organisation also provided an offsite customer for the project.
4.2.2.6 Case Project VI: Phantom
In the Phantom project, the entire process model of Mobile-D™ – as evolved
during the incipient case projects of ENERGI – was transferred for piloting in an
industrial context. Accordingly, the Iterative Improvement Process (Paper V)
was adopted. The researcher took part in the project in the role of facilitator in
the project level SPI activities.
The project was conducted in the premises of the case organisation and focused
on the development of a mobile security product. The timeframe as well as the
cost of the project were fixed prior to the project. Some central requirements as
well as the architectural structure of the product were fixed beforehand and the
product evolved on an existing prototype. The duration of project VI was set at
eight weeks and it took place between February and April 2005 (Table 19). A
total of five iterations were conducted with 7.2 man months of software
development effort for the project team.
The project team consisted of two experienced software developers from the
case organisation and three software developers from the research organisation,
who were members of the AR team of ENERGI. The latter were included to
provide knowledge and experience on the adopted tools and practices of MobileD™. An in-house, on-site customer was available in the same premises yet not
in the same open office-space and can, thus, be regarded as an off-site customer.
The project team worked 24-hour weeks in an open-office space. The case
organisation also included active management support and decision-making
concerning the piloting, along with an external quality assurance team and an
architect (Table 19). The ENERGI organisation provided the members of the
support team (i.e., AR team) in the case project. The researcher was acting as an
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external facilitator, who was responsible for conducting the SPI related activities
and reporting the outputs iteratively to the management. The support team, as in
ENERGI, was not available in the case organisation but an SEPG meeting was
held at the end of the project. It comprised the developers participating in project
VI, the management, and the on-site customer. The central goal of the group was
to contribute to an organisation-specific agile software development process
(paper VII). During the project, the facilitator provided the organisational
management with iterative action point reports on how the project team was
adapting their processes and why. This was done to enable the involvement of
the management in the SPI activities during the project.

4.3 Collection of the Empirical Evidence
According to Yin (Yin 2003), “the use of multiple sources of evidence in case
studies allows an investigator to address a broader range of historical, attitudinal,
and behavioural issues” (Yin 2003, p. 98). Furthermore, the multiple sources of
empirical evidence provide an opportunity for triangulation in order to make any
finding or conclusion of the study more convincing and accurate (Yin 2003). Yin
identifies six sources of evidence: documentation, archival records, interviews,
direct-observation, participant-observation, and physical artefacts (Yin 2003).
The multiple sources of evidence (Table 21) of this research include both
qualitative and quantitative research data in various forms of documentation,
archival records, interviews, and participant-observation.
During the research, 39 SPI related workshops were conducted within the
project teams and for organisational purposes. This formed the main source of
empirical evidence in this research consisting of, for example, experience notes
from software developers and individual SPI actions (Table 21). Furthermore,
the format as well as the content of the action point lists evolved throughout the
research in line with the evolution of the applied SPI method. In Table 21, the
number of data sources is defined as appropriate, regarding the resulting case
documents.
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Table 21. Collection of empirical material from the case projects.
Source of Evidence

Data type

Origin

Qualitative: personal experiences Software
from previous iteration
Developers
/PIW’s
Flap-sheets
Qualitative: Personal experiences Software
and lessons learned from entire
Developers
project
/PIW’s
Software
Qualitative and quantitative:
Project level
(Action points, responsibilities2, Developers
SPI action
follow-up1, and qualitative
/PIW’s
point lists
validation2
Quantitative validation data of
Software
Developers
Spread sheets SPI actions (analysed metrics)
Documen
/PIW’s
tation
Quantitative: Time
Software
Spread
Developers
sheet1/
TaskMaster
tool2
Qualitative and quantitative:
Software
Spread sheets
Defect data
Developers
Qualitative and quantitative:
SEPG
improvement action points,
meetings
responsibilities, follow-up, and
SEPG action
qualitative validation during and
point lists
between projects
Qualitative: Feedback to project SEPG
team
meetings
Qualitative: Feedback on project Software
level SPI activities
developers,
Survey
customer,
management
Archival
Records
Developers’ Qualitative: Developers’ notes
Software
diaries
Developers
Quantitative: Logical size of end Software
LOC counter
product
Developers
Final
Qualitative: Developers
Software
Interinterviews
perceptions and experiences
Developers
views
Scientific
Qualitative: Project team
Software
publication
participation in Paper I
Developers
Qualitative: participating project Researcher
Field notes
level SPI workshops
ParticiQualitative: facilitating project
Researcher
Field notes
pant
level SPI workshops
ObserQualitative: participating SEPG Researcher
Field notes
vation
meetings
Qualitative: facilitating SEPG
Researcher
Field notes
meetings
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Case Project
1

2

3

4

5

6

10

8

8

8

8

6

2

2

2

2

4

41 42

4

4

3

x

x

x

5

x1

x1 x2 x2 x2 x2

x

x

x

x

x

1

6

4

x

x

x

0

x

4

5

4

5

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

5

5

5

4

1
1
4

1
1

6

4

In this research the data was collected from multiple sources using multiple data
collection techniques including observation, collection of documentary evidence,
focus group interviews (Morgan 1984, 1988, Patton 2002) and surveys. The
multiple data sources were used within each of the case projects and the
corresponding evidence was also collected from all the case projects of this
research when possible, as illustrated in Table 21.
The SPI activities within the case projects as well as at organisational level
provided qualitative output in the form of action point lists and flip chart -sheets
with experience notes from the software developers, which were grouped by
applying the KJ method (Scupin 1997). The first two project teams also
collected time, size, and defect data in spread sheets, whereas the last four
projects adopted a database tool (i.e., TaskMaster (Kyllönen 2005)) for the
metrics data collection. The extensive data collection enabled quantitative
validation of various SPI actions of the project teams and added the analysed
metrics sheets, as well as the interpretations of the project teams in the selection
of empirical research material. An LOC counter was used to systematically
monitor the implementation of logical code lines in a quantitative manner. After
each ENERGI project a final interview was held to record the perceptions and
experiences of the software developers. The taped interviews were then
transcribed for analysis. In project I, the project team also participated in the
writing process of paper II, by collectively documenting their perceptions of the
iterative team reflections that had been held. Furthermore, the author also took
field notes throughout the case projects while participating in different SPI
activities of the project team.

4.4 Storing and Analysing the Empirical Evidence
Yin (2003) addresses the lack of a formal database as a major shortcoming of
most case studies and argues for its importance in constructing validity and
reliability of the empirical evidence (Yin 2003). In the course of this study, a
database was established in which the empirical material of the study was stored
and made available for independent inspection, as suggested by Yin (2003).
Figure 8 provides an overview of the structure, the contents, and the
relationships between the data items stored in the database.
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Figure 8. Empirical SPI evidence in Database Format.
The database supported a systematic classification of the individual experiences
of the software developers and that of each of the resulting SPI actions in a
manner that also would assure their linkage to each other and enable retrieval
and analysis of the data in an effective manner. Thus, as suggested by
Baskerville (1999), it was necessary to carry out a qualitative interpretation of
the data through mapping, indexing, and scaling in order to enable any
quantitative analysis. Other empirical evidence, such as metrics data collected
and analysed in the case projects, interview material, field notes and survey
results were stored in the same physical location in an appropriate format.
Following Yin’s categorisation of strategies for analysing case study evidence
(2003), this study falls into the category of developing a case description.
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Although the objective of this research was not to be a descriptive one, the
approach helped to identify the appropriate links and causalities in the empirical
evidence, as suggested by Yin (2003). Furthermore, the descriptive insight
provided in the empirical SPI material made it possible to tabulate the
descriptive elements in a database form that also enabled its quantitative analysis
(Yin 2003). The systematic transcription of the action point lists after each SPI
session provided the researcher with an opportunity to simultaneously “play with
the data”, which is identified by Yin (2003) as a fruitful activity for generating a
general strategy for data manipulation. As a result, the data items of SPI-related
evidence and their relations were identified and it was realised that the extent,
causality and the complexity of the available SPI-related research data would
require effective analytic manipulation in some form or another to enable its
management and analysis. The creation of a matrix placing the evidence within
its categories, as suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994), was regarded as one
way of manipulating the research evidence.
Yin’s (2003) category of analysis techniques includes cross-case synthesis,
which was applied throughout the multiple-case study of this research. Yin
suggests that “cross-case synthesis can be performed whether the individual case
studies have previously been conducted as independent research studies
(authored by different persons) or as a predesigned part of the same study” (Yin
2003, p. 133) and if, at least, two cases are available for analysis. In connection
with this study, the results of the analysis were published in scientific forums.
Table 22 illustrates how the results of different publications were derived from
both individual and cross-case analysis. As the study proceeded, it was possible
to strengthen the findings by including an analysis of multiple case projects to
draw cross-case conclusions on the current research focus.
Table 22. Focus of Papers.
Paper

Focus

Case Projects of Analysis

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

Research Context
Project Level SPI Activities
Project Level SPI Activities
Integration of Project and Organisational SPI
Project Level SPI method
Integration of Project and Organisational SPI
Deployment of Agile Methodologies

I
I–II
I–IV
I–V
I–V
VI
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4.5 Reporting the Results of Research
“Reporting a case study means bringing its results and findings to closure” (Yin
2003, p. 141). Yin (2003) suggests that some of the results should be composed
early rather than waiting till the end of the data analysis process. In this research,
seven scientific papers were published throughout the research process (Figure
9) to gain feedback continuously from the scientific community and to ensure
the right orientation of the research. Thus, despite the written form of reporting
the results, papers I, II, III, IV, and VII were also orally presented by the author
in the corresponding scientific conferences.
2.2004 - 4.2004
Case III
5.2004 - 7.2004
Case IV

3.2002 - 9.2002
Literature Study

10.2003 - 12.2003
Case II
2.2003 - 4.2003
Case I

1.1.2003
1.3.2002

1.2.2005 - 10.4.2005
Case VI

8.2004 - 9.2004
Case V

1.1.2004

1.1.2005
Paper
I
Paper
II
Paper
III

1.1.2006
1.5.2006

Paper
IV

Paper
VI &
VII

Paper V
(Accepted)

Figure 9. Publishing Process of the Research.
For all the papers, the publication forums have been carefully selected. The
appropriate review process was one of the major requirements for the selection
of the forums. Furthermore, the compatibility of the papers with the focus of the
scientific publication forums was carefully considered prior to submitting each
paper. One of the influencing factors was also the kind of audience that was
regarded as important from the viewpoint of appropriate feedback. For instance,
an early paper published on SPI in agile software development (paper I) was
targeted at practitioners of agile software development (XP 2004), whereas
Paper IV was submitted at LSO 2005, where experts of organisational SPI,
addressed in the paper, were gathered.
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Table 22 illustrates how the focus of the papers was defined on the basis of the
increased understanding and readjusted focus of research. The seven papers of
this research compose a continuum, where the results of the previous cycle of
analysis are directing the focus of the research. In the following sub-sections, the
focus and central conclusions of each paper are defined in more detail.

4.5.1 Paper I
Paper I introduces the context of the research that was applied in the first five
case projects of this thesis, i.e., ENERGI. In the paper, a new concept of
studying agile software development in close-to-industrial settings is suggested.
From the viewpoint of this research, it was considered very important to gain
acceptance from the scientific community in the form of positive feedback for
applying such a research approach.
In paper I, there is a discussion on how the proposed research approach is
constructed on the strengths of both the case study and experimentation research
approaches. The paper provides a context for conducting research-oriented
software development in a way that will benefit both research and industry.
The author of this thesis is the principal author of the paper and is the main
contributor in documenting the novel research context that was evolved and
applied at VTT. Professor Pekka Abrahamsson has had a central role in
innovating and establishing the ENERGI research context. The ENERGI context
is further discussed in section 4.2.1.

4.5.2 Paper II
In paper II, the focus is on the project-level process-adaptation mechanisms
within agile software development teams. The researcher is the first and main
author of the paper. The project team members, however, have contributed to the
paper by writing their perceptions and, naturally, by participating in the SPI
activities throughout the project. In Paper II, the research data from case project
I was analysed in order to provide empirical evidence on process adaptation
within the agile project team, by combining elements from both Cockburn’s
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team reflection workshop (2002) and the lightweight postmortem review
technique suggested by Dingsøyr and Hanssen (2002).
From the viewpoint of the SPI method used, one central finding of the analysis
was that the process adaptation method did not provide a means by which to
evaluate the effects of the adaptation on, for example, the efficiency of the
development or quality of the product. The major deficiency identified was the
lack of follow-up and validation mechanisms in the current process adaptation
methods. Essentially, validation has been identified as one of the critical success
factors of SPI (Komi-Sirviö 2004). Another important finding of the study was
that the adopted techniques as well as the SPI ideologies of agile software
development failed to address the learning of project teams across projects rather
than merely focusing on improving the performance within individual project
teams.
In general, one central finding in Paper II was the positive attitude and
willingness of the software developers to take part in the process adaptation
activities. This was regarded as an important finding, as both the lack of
participation and commitment can be seen as major failure factors in traditional
SPI initiatives (Abrahamsson 2002, Komi-Sirviö 2004). The research data from
case project I implies that such positive perceptions are caused by the immediate
visibility of the process improvements for the developers as well as by the
possibility to influence the daily working practices in a specific way.

4.5.3 Paper III
The focus of paper III is on the project-level process-adaptation activities among
the agile software development teams. In paper III, the author is the main and
sole contributor.
In paper III, the conclusions and empirical research data from the first case
project are compared with case project II in order to find correlations and
deviations between the findings. The quantitative and qualitative data again
suggest that, among agile software development project teams, process
adaptation is regarded by the developers as a specific way to improve and adapt
agile software processes during the iterative cycles of software development.
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Thus, the findings of Paper III suggest that process adaptation should be
regarded as a useful part of agile software development projects, especially if the
existing methods are supplemented by follow-up and validation of process
improvements. The findings in case project III reinforce the findings of case
project II, regarding the positive effects of iterative SPI workshops on the
satisfaction and learning of software developers in their daily working practices.
However, in Paper III it became clear that measurement data for validating the
process improvements should be considered to provide a means to evaluate the
effects of the change, as suggested in (Beck 1999). It is also suggested that the
existing techniques fail to address the integration of the extensive learning of the
project teams in organisational SPI activities.

4.5.4 Paper IV
Based on the findings of case projects I and II reported in papers II and III, paper
IV focuses on defining mechanisms to integrate agile adaptation of project teams
in a larger organisational SPI context. Accordingly, the focus of case projects III,
IV, and V increasingly aim to provide solutions for such collaboration between
agile software development teams and organisational SPI stakeholders.
Paper IV, despite being a short workshop paper, can be regarded as an important
publication, where the central issues for improving the existing iterative SPI
workshop techniques are suggested, as they were encountered and implemented in
the first four case projects of the research. The means for a systematic follow-up
and validation of process improvements as well as a structured documentation on
relevant information of SPI actions and their results, are proposed in order to link
the team-centred SPI within agile software development with the concepts of
organisational learning and organisational SPI.
In paper IV, the author is the main and sole contributor. In consequence of the
paper, the author was also invited to give a panel statement and to participate in
the panel discussion at the LSO 2005 to discuss the topic of “Spreading software
engineering experience through communities of practice and experience
packaging”. This was an important forum for the researcher in terms of gaining
direct feedback on the results of the research from the specialists of the field.
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4.5.5 Paper V
In Paper V, which was a journal paper, an Iterative Improvement Process is
proposed. The paper includes the empirical evidence and analysis of the first five
case projects. This paper represents the culmination of the project level SPI
focus of this study. While the Iterative Improvement Process aims at providing
an SPI method to be used in an iterative improvement and adaptation of
individual agile software development project teams, it also aims at providing
clear links to enable the integration of project level improvement activities and
organisational SPI. In addition, the evidence from the case projects indicate the
capability and willingness of agile software development teams to improve their
development processes with small and simple, yet effective and visible
improvements during the projects. However, it is also proposed that systematic
SPI mechanisms and organisational support are of central importance in iterative
improvement in agile software development teams.

4.5.6 Paper VI
In Paper VI, as in paper IV, the focus is on providing a tentative model for
integrating the adaptation activities of agile software development and the
traditional activities of organisational SPI stakeholders to enable a mutually
beneficial existence of the two. In Paper VI, the empirical results from a
longitudinal case study over five software development projects (case projects I–
V) are presented to support the integration of agile software development and
organisational SPI. The study reveals the great importance of close collaboration
between the organisational and project levels throughout the project. The
suggested SPI model identifies the organisational and project level SPI activities,
the relevant stakeholders, and identifies and defines the activities needed to
enhance SPI within agile projects and at an organisational level, these activities
include constant collaboration, support, continuous monitoring and feedback,
facilitation, and packaging of process knowledge.
In paper VI the researcher in this thesis is the first author and the main
contributor.
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4.5.7 Paper VII
In paper VII of this thesis, a framework for deploying agile practices and
processes in software development organisations is proposed. The framework
was designed as it became evident that software development organisations were
increasingly interested in adopting agile processes and practices, while lacking
procedures and methods for supporting a systematic selection and deployment of
new agile practices, and tailoring them to suit the organisational context. In the
paper, the central results of the earlier research of this thesis (such as the
Iterative Improvement Process) are integrated in the process of deploying agile
practices. Thus, in paper VII, the application of the iterative improvement in an
industrial context (i.e., case project VI) is reported. It illustrates how the method
can be used in an organisation when adopting and adapting agile practices and
providing validated feedback for agile assessments.
The author of this thesis is the first author of paper VII jointly with Mrs. Minna
Pikkarainen. The two researchers designed and reported the agile deployment
framework in close co-operation and equally sharing the main contribution to the
paper. The parts of the paper which deal with agile assessments were mainly
provided by Minna Pikkarainen, whereas the author of this thesis has been
responsible for designing and reporting the Iterative Improvement Process
related issues in the paper. The author of this thesis has also conducted the
iterative improvement sessions (i.e., PIW’s) and the related research in the case
organisation. Mr. Jari Still has been managing the SPI activities in the case
organisation and, thus, has had an important role in conducting different agile
deployment activities in the case organisation.

4.6 Summary
The research is based on empirical evidence from six case projects that were
conducted within a period of over two years, between February 2003 and April
2005. In addition, a literature review was conducted before the case study
sessions to provide a theoretical basis for the research. Various research methods
were used during the study and seven main stages of the research can be
identified within the evolution of this research: the literature review, the case
study (case project I), and five cycles of AR (case projects II–VI).
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The different stages form a continuum in which the focus of research was
continuously adjusted based on the results of the previous stages. The first two
case projects, and, consequently, papers II and III, and V, focus on process
adaptation activities among agile software development teams. From project III
onwards, the research also included the organisational SPI aspect and its
integration into the process adaptation activities of software development teams.
The results were published in Papers IV and VI. In Paper I, the context of the
research in case projects I–V is defined. In addition, Paper VII proposes an agile
deployment framework and suggests how the process adaptation method built
during this research can be implemented as a useful part in deploying agile
software development methodologies in software organisations.
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5. Evaluation of the Research
In this section, the different issues addressed by this research are evaluated.
First, in sub-section 5.1, describes how the selected research methods were
applied in the research. In sub-section 5.2, the results of the research are
evaluated from the viewpoints of theory (5.2.1) and practice (5.2.2).

5.1 Validity of Research
In all the six case projects of this research, the case study method was applied. In
addition, the last five case projects were conducted as AR case studies. The
quality of any empirical social research, including case studies, can be evaluated
by four tests: construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability
(Yin 2003). Furthermore, Yin has suggested (2003) various tactics for ”dealing
with these four tests when doing case studies” (Yin 2003, p. 34). In Table 23, the
four tests and the tactics recommended by Yin are presented in grey sections.
The white sections of Table 23 summarise how each of the recommended tests
and tactics were accomplished in the case projects of this study and in which
part of the thesis the tactics are reported in more detail.
In this research, the construct of validity was ensured by multiple sources of
evidence including four of six identified data sources by Yin (2003):
documentation, archival records, interviews and participant observations (see
Figure 8). The construct of validity was further ensured by submitting reports of
case studies continuously throughout the case projects (Papers I–VII) to be
reviewed and published in various, carefully selected publication forums (4.5).
The papers included citations of various evidentiary sources of the case study
database to maintain the chain of evidence. The reports were targeted at a
diverse set of audiences, including academic colleagues and practitioners, as
suggested by Yin (2003). The ongoing publication process ensured for the
researcher continuous feedback on the validity and usefulness of the research. In
addition to the case study reports, the case study database also included an
evidentiary base (Yin 2003) where a quantity of empirical evidence was
systematically stored in tabular format for retrieval and analysis (Figure 8). The
evidence in documentary form was stored in the same location.
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Table 23. Case Study Tactics in the Case Projects.
Test

Case Study Tactic
Use multiple sources of
evidence

Construct
Validity

Internal
Validity

External
Validity

Reliability

Establish chain of evidence
Have key informants review
draft case study report
Pattern-matching
Explanation-building
Addressing rival explanations
Logic models
Use theory in single-case
studies
Use replication logic in
multiple-case studies
Use case study protocol

Develop case study database

Implementation

Definition

Documentation
Archival records
Interviews
Participant-observations
Case study reports
(Papers I–VII)
Creation evidentiary database

Section 4.3
Table 21

Publication process of case
study reports (Papers I–VII)
Pattern-matching
Explanation-building
Addressing rival explanations

Section 4.5
Section 4.4, Figure 8
Section 4.5, Figure 9
Papers II–VII

Series of case studies
(VI case projects)

Section 4.3

Data collection methods,
procedures
Sources of evidence
Evidentiary database
Case study reports
(Papers I–VII)

Section 4.3, Table 21
Section 4.3, Table 21
Section 4.3, Table 21
Section 4.4, Figure 8
Section 4.5

Yin suggests pattern-matching as one of the most desirable techniques for case
study analysis (2003). In this study, the pattern-matching was done by exploring,
for example, regular trends among the number of iteratively generated findings
of software developers on the weaknesses and strengths of the software process
and the number of generated SPI actions. This pattern-matching enabled further
evaluation of the identified patterns in order to seek explanations among rival
explanations – between and within the case projects. An example of this was the
attempt to find and verify different explanations behind the downward trend in
positive findings among the software developers, while the downward trend in
corresponding negative findings strongly implied iterative improvement of the
software process.
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Due to the explanatory nature of the case studies of this research, explanation
building was found to be a relevant tactic for ensuring the internal validity of the
research (Yin 2003). In the publications of this research a narrative form of
explanation building supported by quantitative evidence was used to illustrate
the chain of evidence of why, how and with what effects the project teams used
quantitative validation of SPI actions, i.e. if the quantitative validation actually
could be demonstrated to provide added value for the SPI among project teams
(Paper V).
According to Yin, external validity refers to the problematic issue of
generalising the results of case studies (2003). Case studies rely on analytical
generalisation where “the investigator is striving to generalise a particular set of
results to some broader theory” (Yin 2003, p. 37). Yin suggests that the
replication of case studies in a context “where the theory has specified that the
same results should occur” (2003, p. 37) provides a basis for accepting the
results provide strong support for the theory. In this research, increased versions
of SPI activities in the agile software development context were conducted in six
consecutive case projects. This provided an opportunity to evaluate whether or
not the SPI mechanisms actually seemed to have parallel effects in different
project teams. The first five case projects were conducted in fairly similar, closeto-industrial research contexts (Paper I), where various independent variables
remained unchanged. This provided an opportunity to validate the research from
the viewpoint of external validity. The last case study, which was conducted in a
fully industrial context, also provided an opportunity to evaluate to what extent
the results could be considered generalisable. Naturally, the ENERGI case
projects provide (case I–V) a limited and novel context of research and, thus,
limit the opportunities for drawing broad generalisations. The implementation of
the results of this research in diverse industrial settings would highly increase
the validity and generalisability of the results.
Yin suggests enforcing the reliability of research “to minimize the errors and
biases in a study” (2003, p. 37). A reliable case study is defined as one that can
be conducted again by another investigator with the same findings and
conclusions. Yin further notes that “the emphasis is on doing the same case over
again, not on “replication” the results of one case by doing another case study”
(Yin 2003, p. 37). The tactics suggested for ensuring the reliability of a case
study are to use the case study protocol and to develop a case-study database. A
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case-study protocol is especially essential when conducting a multiple-case
study, as in this case. Furthermore, it has been defined to contain the
instruments, procedures, and general rules to be followed along the research
including an overview of the case projects, field procedures, case study
questions, and a guide for reporting the case study (Yin 2003). In addition, the
researcher’s role as a facilitator and her active involvement with expected
benefit for both research and practice – as suggested to be the case in AR
(Baskerville 1999) – can be considered as a factor of bias in this research.
In the line of this research, a preliminary case study protocol was established and
incrementally complemented along the research. A proportion of the protocol
could be defined up-front and systematically followed throughout the multiplecase study including, for example, final interviews and researcher diaries as
qualitative data collection mechanisms. However, due to the adoption of the AR
method from the second case project onwards, and the close link between the
research data collection and the SPI methods under investigation, it was also
necessary to continuously modify certain aspects of the case-study protocol
throughout the study. For example, the database tool for metrics collection
(Table 21) and the structured template for storing SPI action points among
project and SEPG teams (Table 18) were defined during the research project as a
result of the research itself. However, even though new data items were added to
the sources of evidence and the data collection and storage procedures were
enhanced and adopted along the research, so as to make sure that all the
preliminarily defined data items were still collected within all the projects of the
multiple-case study. In addition, the systematic storing of empirical evidence
was planned and conducted by reporting the results of the study as well as
establishing an evidentiary database for the research data.

5.2 Evaluation of the Results
In the research four specific outputs can be identified:
1) a Controlled Case Study approach for integrating agile software
development research and production (Paper I),
2) a project level method for conducting process adaptation activities, i.e.,
Iterative Improvement Process (Papers II, III, and V),
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3) a tentative model of integrating the traditional SPI activities of
organisational stakeholders and the Iterative Improvement Process
activities of software development teams (Papers IV and VI), and
4) an agile deployment framework in which the Iterative Improvement
Process is a central feedback mechanism (Paper VII).
In this section, the outputs of this research are evaluated from the viewpoints of
theory and practice.

5.2.1 Implications for the Theory
From a theoretical viewpoint, the aim of this study was to increase and extend
the body of SPI knowledge in the area of agile software development concerning
the following issues:
1) how to conduct SPI in individual agile software development teams, and
2) how to integrate the agile SPI activities of individual project teams and
traditional continuous organisational SPI activities.
Firstly, the aim of the researcher was to apply AR in order to construct an SPI
method suitable for individual agile software development teams. During the
research, it became evident, that the gaps in the existing agile SPI methods often
concerned aspects considered as critical in the context of traditional SPI.
However, it was evident that, in order to maintain the fundamentals of agile
software development, the traditional SPI mechanisms would not apply as such.
The Iterative Improvement Process (Paper V) embodies the findings and
learning from the SPI activities conducted together with the researcher and the
six case project teams. It can be considered as the main outcome of the project
level SPI research of this study and proposes how to conduct SPI in individual
agile software development teams. In the SPI process, however, the integration
points between continuous organisational learning and iterative reflection of
agile software development teams are identified (Paper V).
The starting point for the proposed SPI process was in the existing agile SPI
methods, especially the Reflection workshop technique (Cockburn 2002, 2005)
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and Postmortem review technique (Dingsøyr & Hanssen 2002). The resulting
SPI process aims at identifying the improvements in an iterative manner by
providing systematic yet rapid procedures, to further defining and documenting
the resulting actions and to follow-up with qualitative and quantitative validation
of their implementation and success. From the viewpoint of traditional SPI with an
organisational improvement focus, this provides an opportunity to gain validated
process improvement knowledge from agile software development teams.
Various problems have been encountered in the context of traditional SPI
regarding, for example, the low commitment to SPI activities (Abrahamsson
2002), their actual effectiveness in improving the software development
practices of organisations, the volume of effort needed for implementing the SPI
initiatives and the low speed at which visible and concrete results are achieved
(Dybå 2000, Goldensen & Herbsleb 1995, Krasner 1999). In fact, it has been
reported that approximately two-thirds of traditional SPI initiatives fail to
achieve the intended goals (Debou 1999). Abrahamsson (2001) proposes that
through voluntary involvement and by embedding SPI in the daily routines of
software engineering, the commitment towards SPI activities would increase.
The empirical evidence of this research implicates that the iterative process
adaptation of agile software development teams provides opportunities to
respond to the core problems of traditional SPI. For one, both the qualitative and
quantitative data of this research indicate that the agile teams were both capable
and willing to improve their development processes by participating in the
activities of the Iterative Improvement Process. Such a positive attitude on the
part of developers to participate in SPI activities was, according to the
developers, caused by having an opportunity to actually affect the daily working
practices, the fact that the agreed improvements were actually implemented and
supported, as well as the visibility and rapid execution of the improvements.
With 1.9% of the total effort of software development, the five project teams
identified, planned and agreed a total of 182 improvements. Thus, for one, it can
be argued that this research supports the suggestion of Abrahamsson
(Abrahamsson 2002) that voluntary involvement and embodying SPI as a part of
software engineering practices will have a positive effect on the commitment of
software professionals towards SPI. Respectively, the research results indicate
that the agile approach to SPI, i.e., the regular reflection of software
development teams, will also have positive effects on the speed and visibility of
SPI, especially from the viewpoint of software developers. However, the
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research data also indicates that without organisational participation and support,
as much as 33% of the planned improvement actions will fail. Thus, the
empirical evidence of this research also indicates that one critical success factor
of Iterative Improvement Process is the participation and support of
organisational stakeholders rather than leaving the individual software
development teams to reflect and adapt the process by themselves.
The second focus of this research was to study how the agile SPI activities of
individual project teams and traditional continuous organisational SPI activities
could be integrated in a mutuallybeneficial manner. It has, indeed, been claimed
that there is a need to extend agile methodologies and adapt them to
organisations with established and mature plan-driven processes (e.g., Boehm &
Turner 2005). In addition, one major issue in adopting agile methodologies in
organisations is the problem of balancing the currently dominating engineering
ideologies and methodologies of manageable, predictable and repeatable
processes with the agile software development methods, which again embrace
self-organisation, process adaptation and constant changes (Lycett et al. 2003).
In this study, it is suggested that the reflection activity (i.e., the Iterative
Improvement Process) of agile software development teams can co-exist with
traditional continuous organisational improvement activities (Papers IV and VI).
During the research it was revealed that while the development teams external
support and participation, the organisational stakeholders in turn benefit from the
iterative process improvement knowledge of software development teams. The
mechanisms for bidirectional knowledge transfer (Paper IV) and mutually
beneficial collaboration (Paper VI), however, needed to be put into place. In
addition, the organisational aspect of this research results in an agile deployment
framework, which incorporates Iterative Improvement Process as a rapid
feedback mechanism in a traditional QIP cycle and, thus, provides an integration
point between software development teams and organisational SPI stakeholders
(Paper VII).
Komi-Sirviö (2004) has studied a wide range of SPI literature in order to identify
the critical success factors (CSF) of SPI methods. In Table 24, this CSF
framework is used to evaluate the theoretical implications of the central results
of this research. The goal is to examine how well the proposed SPI process for
agile software development teams corresponds to the factors proposed as critical
for any SPI method.
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Table 24. Evaluating the Results of the Research Using CSFs.
CSF Framework
Main
Class

CSF

Improvement Management

1

2

3

Commitment

4

5

6

CSF Evaluation

Does the method support
different SPI approaches?

Does the method support
the participation of all
affected parties?

Does the method support
co-operation with
software engineers?

Research Results
Definition

Reference

Yes. The Iterative Improvement Process
activities are integrated into the
continuous improvement cycle of QIP.

Papers
IV, VI

Yes. Various methods and techniques are
suggested in Iterative Improvement
Process activities to support the process
adaptation among software development
teams.
Yes. Organisational guidelines and
facilitation are suggested to be used in
the Iterative Improvement Process.
Yes. The Iterative Improvement Process
is integrated as part of the organisational
process deployment framework.
Yes. SPI participants and activities of
both organisational and project levels are
identified: software development team,
facilitator, and SEPG, and management.
Yes. The method of Iterative
Improvement Process enhances the
control of software developers in SPI
activities.
Yes. The iterative and continuous cooperation activities between software
developers and SEPG are addressed and
defined.
Yes. The continuous co-operation
between management and software
developers is addressed.
Yes. It is suggested an SPI facilitator
assists software development teams in
the Iterative Improvement Process.

Papers
II–VI

Does the method support
planning and carrying out
training as part of the
initiative?
Does the method support Yes, partially. Mechanisms for providing
the commitment of top
SPI knowledge and improvement
opportunities from projects to
managers?
organisational utilisation have been
Does the method support established.
Partially. The active participation of
the commitment of
organisational stakeholders has been
middle managers?
addressed and defined.
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Papers
V, VI
Paper VII
Papers
II–VII
Papers
II–VII
Paper VI

Paper VII
Papers
II–VII
Papers
IV, VI,
VII

CSF Framework
Main
Class

CSF

Culture

7

8

Plan

9

10

11

12

CSF Evaluation

Research Results
Definition

Yes. The Iterative Improvement Process
identifies the software developers as a
central origin of SPI actions.
Yes. The method of Iterative
Improvement Process addresses the rapid
and visible implementation of SPI
Does the method support activities.
commitment of software Yes. Mechanisms are established to
engineers?
provide software developers with
iterative SPI feedback from
organisational stakeholders.
Yes. Mechanisms are established to
provide software development with
continuous support in their Iterative
Improvement activities.
Yes. The process adaptation among
Does the method support Iterative Improvement Process occurs in
developing improved
individual project teams and, thus is
solutions on a case-tocontext specific and based on the
case basis?
experiences and knowledge of software
developers.
Yes. The Iterative Improvement Process
is identified as a feedback mechanism for
organisational SPI, e.g., process
Does the method support
assessments.
clarifying the current
Yes. The software development teams
status of processes?
iteratively assess the weaknesses and
strengths of their current software
processes.
Yes, partially. The defined co-operation
Does the method support between organisational SEPG and
establishing a link
software development teams and the role
between business and
of the facilitator enable establishing a
improvement goals?
link between project and organisational
SPI goals.
Does the method support Yes. The action point template is
measurable improvement proposed to define the SPI actions and to
goals?
plan means for their validation.
Yes. The action point template is
proposed to support the systematic and
Does the method support
structured generation of improvement
generating an
plan including the definition of tasks,
improvement plan?
schedule, resources, reporting, followup, and validation.
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Reference
Papers
II–VII

Paper VI

Papers
IV, VI
Papers
II–VII

Paper VII

Papers
II–VII
Papers
II–VII

Papers
IV, V, VI
Papers
IV, V, VI

CSF Framework

A ct

Ch eck

Do

Main
Class

CSF

13

14

15

CSF Evaluation

Research Results
Definition

Reference

Yes. From an organisational
viewpoint, the Iterative Improvement
Process is integrated into the
Does the method support deployment framework which supports
the testing of developed piloting.
solutions in a pilot
Yes. From a project level viewpoint,
project?
process improvements are
systematically tested and validated
during iterative cycles of software
development.
Yes. From an organisational
viewpoint, the monitoring activities of
Does the method support SEPG team are identified and defined.
using metrics in
monitoring improvement Yes. From a project level viewpoint,
the metrics have been defined as a tool
actions and results?
for iteratively monitoring and
validating the improvement actions.
Yes. The storing and transferring of
project level SPI knowledge to
organisational level support the organDoes the method support isational sustainability of improvements.
the sustainability of an
improvement initiative? Yes. The agile specific process
deployment framework supports the
sustainability of improvement
initiatives.

Paper VII

Papers
II–VII

Paper VI

Paper V

Papers
IV, VI

Paper VII

Table 24 illustrates how the CSFs of SPI are, in various ways, embedded in the
various SPI outputs of this study.
In addition, one implication for the theory of this research can be the controlled
case study approach proposed and applied in this research (Paper I). The
approach suggests how to integrate industrial agile software development and
research in order to generate impact on both the scientific and practical software
engineering community. The controlled case study approach has been applied in
the first five case projects of this research conducted in ENERGI context.
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5.2.2 Implications for the Practice
As a characteristic of any AR study, this research provided results on the
practical implications during the case projects as well as more general
implications for software engineering. In the following, the two aspects of the
practical implications from this study are discussed.
During the six case projects of the study, the software development teams agreed
to perform a total of 182 actions to improve their daily work. These included:
1) actions directly related to SPI issues such as the working procedures and tools
of software developers (44%), and 2) actions related to other concerns of
developers such as acquisitions concerning the working environment (56%). The
developers spent 1.9 of the total effort in participating in the Iterative
Improvement activities, i.e. identifying, planning, agreeing and evaluating the
effects of the process improvements. On the other hand, it was also revealed that
external (i.e., organisational) support was also needed in the implementation of
33% of the improvement actions. Furthermore, it was also revealed, that without
a systematic means to define, document and follow-up the project level SPI
activities, as much as 35% of the agreed action points would have remained
incomplete.
On the one hand, the numerous improvement actions (average of 30 per case
project, approximately from seven to eight improvements per PIW) and the
reasonable amount of effort needed for SPI activities indicate that the project
teams were able to identify minor, yet effective, actions to improve their daily
work. The effectiveness of the SPI actions was detected also in the positive
attitude of software developers’ participation in the SPI activities (i.e., PIW’s).
The possibility to affect the daily working practices as well as the rapid
application and visibility of the improvements were considered important factors
for the success of Iterative Improvement Process by the software developers.
This also indicates the importance of actually implementing the identified
improvements and, thus, for the need for organisational support and systematic
mechanisms of SPI. On the other hand, a considerable number of identified
improvements of the software development teams related to more daily concerns
rather than process issues. This indicates that Iterative Improvement and PIW’s
can also serve as ordinary project meetings, at which the state of the project and
the everyday needs and concerns of the project team can be addressed and acted
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upon. Papers II, III and V focus on project level SPI in agile software
development teams.
At the organisational level, a total of 112 improvement actions were taken by the
AR team functioning in the role of SEPG in ENERGI. These included more
longterm changes to the organisational software development-related tools and
process (i.e., Mobile-D™), as well as the activities related to support the
development teams in their SPI activities. To a large extent, the improvement
activities of the SEPG team were based on the process knowledge emerging
from the software development teams, i.e., their requests, findings and
inventions. However, during the research it became evident that the traditional
activities of the SEPG team would need to be altered to fit the context of agile
software development. While the agile software development teams were found
to need continuous and iterative support in their SPI activities the SEPG team
was found to largely benefit from the iterative SPI knowledge of the agile
software development teams. Thus, mechanisms were needed to enable the
mutually beneficial co-existence of the two SPI stakeholder groups in the
organisation. Papers IV, VI, and VII focus on the organisational aspects of SPI
in the context of agile software development.
As a result of the AR conducted iteratively during the case projects, three main
implications for the practice of software engineering can be identified:
1) an Iterative Improvement Process for agile software development teams,
2) tentative mechanisms for integrating the SPI activities of individual
agile software development teams and traditional organisational SPI
actors (Papers IV and VI), and
3) an agile specific deployment approach for organisations adopting agile
software development technologies (Paper VII).
Firstly, software development teams are provided with a practical process
adaptation and improvement mechanism called “an Iterative Improvement
Process”. It provides mechanisms consistent with the fundamentals of agile
software development, yet still embodies the vital elements identified as critical
for any SPI method. However, the Iterative Improvement Process also aims at
providing integration points to link project level SPI activities with
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organisational level SPI. The SPI process itself with empirical evidence is
presented in Paper V while Papers II and III focus on presenting the empirical
research data revealing, for example, the surprisingly positive attitudes of
software developers towards the opportunity of rapidly tackling the weaknesses
and problems in their working process. The proposed Iterative Improvement
Process for agile software development teams can be considered to be applicable
in such software development teams where the software process is incremental
or in whose processes clear intermediate points exist. The software development
team should also be able to regularly gather together to discuss relevant issues in
a face-to-face manner. However, even though the suggested Iterative
Improvement Process was developed among small development teams applying
agile software development methodologies, neither of these aspects is required
to conduct SPI as suggested in this study.
Secondly, the research uncovers practical implications for software development
organisations that value continuous organisational learning while also applying
agile software development technologies. Based on the research, it is proposed
that the traditional activities of organizational SPI may need to be altered to
enable the mutually beneficial and effective co-existence of agile projects and
organisational SPI. Mechanisms for constant collaboration, organisational
support, continuous feedback, knowledge transfer and facilitation are proposed
and discussed in Papers IV and VI. From the organisational viewpoint, the
suggested mechanisms enable the integration of SPI in agile software
development teams and organisational SPI stakeholders, and are especially
applicable if the organisation addresses continuous organisational SPI and plans
to conduct agile software development projects or similar iterative process
models. Another requirement is that the organisation must appreciate and highly
value knowledge and learning among its software development teams and
should be willing, to some extent, to pass the control of SPI from organisational
to project level.
Thirdly, the research results offer practical implications for software
development organisations deploying agile software technologies. From the
viewpoint of this research, the main implication for practice is how the project
level Iterative Improvement Process and its feedback mechanisms can provide
benefits to organisations deploying agile software development technologies. In
this respect, in the agile deployment framework, the iterative process adaptation
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and improvement of agile software development teams is integrated as part of
the organisational deployment process. An example of the agile deployment
framework is presented in Paper VII.
Finally, it should be noted that in applying the methods and suggestions made
and based on this research, the organisational context is always in a central role.
Thus, the methods and activities always need to be adapted with respect to the
existing (SPI) practices and culture of the organisation.
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6. Summary and Conclusions
In this section, the results of the research are summarised (6.1), and the
limitations (6.2) and further research avenues (6.3) are discussed.

6.1 Summary of the Results
In this research, two main research questions were formulated, which are set out
below with a summary of the results.
Q.1.

The first research question is ’how to conduct SPI in individual agile
software development teams?’

As a result of the collaboration of the researcher in the six agile case projects, an
Iterative Improvement Process (Paper V) was defined and suggested for
implementation in SPI among agile project teams in an agile specific manner. In
section 5.2, there is a discussion on how the critical success factors of SPI
(Komi-Sirviö 2004) are embedded in the proposed SPI method.
The role of commitment has been found to be significant for the success of any
SPI initiative (Abrahamsson 2002). In addition, team satisfaction has been
identified by Koch (2005) as one central aspect in evaluating the effects of an
agile method. Thus, in this thesis these aspects were examined to discover how
the software developers perceive the effects of process adaptation in their daily
work and the level of iterative participation in improvement. Papers II and III
present empirical evidence from case projects which indicate highly positive
attitudes on the part of software developers towards being able to address and
improve, rapidly, the weaknesses and problems in their daily working practices.
However, during the research (Papers V, VI, VII), it was also observed that,
without external support, a significant part of the SPI actions by the project
teams could not have been implemented.
The second research question, addresses the organisational level focus of the
research, and is:
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Q.2.

How to integrate the agile SPI activities of individual project teams with
traditional organisational SPI activities?

In this thesis, the research included the related aspects of continuous
organisational improvement and the deployment of agile methodologies in
organisations.
Originating from the traditional SPI context, one notion behind the research was
that the process adaptation activities of agile project teams would provide
valuable knowledge also for organisational SPI purposes (Paper IV). During the
research, it was discovered that the case project teams also needed support from
other stakeholders to implement a major part of their SPI activities (Paper V, VI,
and VII).
Thus, based on the empirical results of Papers IV and VI, mechanisms were
defined as to how and what process knowledge could be transferred from project
teams to organisational SPI stakeholders (Papers IV, VI) and how the traditional
SEPG team should adapt its activities to suit the SPI mechanisms of the agile
software development teams (Paper VI). Collaboration activities between the
agile software development teams and the SEPG team were identified as
necessary to support the co-existence of traditional, yet agile, adapted SPI
mechanisms at organisational level and agile software development and SPI in
agile project teams. The resulting output is a tentative model for integrating agile
software development with organisational SPI.
The final case project focused partially on deploying agile methodologies in
industrial organisations. As a result, an agile deployment framework is proposed
(Paper VII) whereby the Iterative Improvement Process is integrated into
organisational improvement as a feedback mechanism for agile assessments
(Pikkarainen & Passoja 2005) and traditional organisational SPI models.

6.2 Limitations of the Study
In this research, several limitations can be identified. For example, the first case
projects of the research were conducted in a close-to-industrial setting, rather than
in a “pure” industrial environment. In addition, the case project teams included
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information processing science students as software developers. These two factors
can be considered as limitations with regard to the generalisability and validity of
the results of the research. The problem of generalisation, however, is present in
any case study where the results only present the truth in a given context and the
exact replication of the study is not possible. On the other hand, the ENERGI
research context (Paper I) provided an optimal opportunity – both for the
researchers as well as the customer organisations – to intensively examine,
empirically evaluate, learn and further develop agile methodologies at a very early
stage and prior to their deployment in an industrial environment, while
implementing real software products for customers. Moreover, the deployment of
the SPI mechanisms subsequently in a pure industrial environment (Paper VII)
corroborated, in many respects, the same empirical results as those from the case
projects within the ENERGI project (Papers II–VI).
Furthermore, the researcher’s role as a facilitator can be considered as a factor of
bias in this research. However, the adoption of AR was considered as a suitable
and a highly practical method of research in the rapidly changing environment of
agile software development. For the researcher, it provided an opportunity to
utilise her prior SPI knowledge, yet to continuously learn from the experience
and knowledge of software developers in the development of SPI mechanisms.
From the viewpoint of the software developers, the continuous SPI support and
collaboration with the researcher were of great benefit in the task of solving the
real daily problems in the development process.
The organisational SPI mechanisms (i.e., SEPG activities) of case projects III-V
were established for the purposes of the research organisation and the ENERGI
context, rather than to be applied within the customer software development
organisations themselves. Thus, the organisational SPI focus was to
systematically and continuously improve the Mobile-D™ (Abrahamsson et al.
2004, Ihme & Abrahamsson 2005) agile software development methodology,
which was adopted by the case project teams. In this research, Mobile-D™ was
used as an organisational software development process of ENERGI separate
from the still traditional software development processes of the customer
organisations.
The separate SEPG, which was independent from the customer organisations
and consisted of the AR team, may be considered as an artificial stakeholder
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group which can be used in the study of social contexts, as suggested in AR.
Thus, while the SEPG team can be claimed to only simulate the ‘real’ industrial
environment the established SEPG team had still real focus of SPI. For one,
from the customer viewpoint, the SEPG activities aimed to increase the
effectiveness of the software development and the quality of the end product in
the case project teams and from case to case. Secondly, the SEPG activities
defined a process model (Mobile-D™) to be adopted in software development
organisations (e.g., in case VI). In addition, from the viewpoint of software
development teams, the SEPG activities provided constant support in their
software development and SPI activities. The ENERGI context also provided an
early opportunity to study the organisational SPI mechanisms in the context of
agile software development which, at the time of the study, was not possible in
industrial organisations still focusing on deploying agile methodologies in single
project teams. The resulting tentative model of SEPG activities in agile context,
however, still would need to be further evaluated in diverse industrial contexts.
In the ENERGI context, the project teams were also working in a more insular
environment, where the interaction with other projects and organisational
stakeholders or the overlapping schedules and tasks were not necessarily present
to the extent of industrial environment. In the ENERGI research context, the
possibilities for controlling or limiting the influencing factors that might affect
the results of the case studies can be regarded as positive or negative, depending
on the viewpoint.

6.3 Future Research
On the subject of SPI in the context of agile software development, there are
several avenues of investigation to be explored in future research. Firstly, the
importance of storage, retrieval, management and analysis of SPI knowledge
from previous projects has been widely discussed among traditional SPI
methods (e.g., Basili & Caldiera 1994, 1995, Fitzgerald et al. 2004). However, it
would be valuable to further study how the use of process improvement
knowledge, emerging from agile software development teams, may also benefit
organisational learning in different contexts. The future research on agile
software development and SPI should include an examination of how rapidly
accumulating process knowledge of agile software development teams could be
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effectively managed to facilitate cost-effective organisational learning (Garvin
1993, 2000) in a bottom-up manner. Thus, for example, tool-supported
knowledge management (KM) (Nonaka & Hirotaka 1995) mechanisms should
be studied in an agile software development context. In particular, studies should
focus on how and what kind of tools could support knowledge transfer from
individual projects to organisational level while being used by project teams as
well. In addition, the tentative model of integrating organisational learning and
process adaptation of agile software development teams resulting from this
research should be further applied, evaluated and built in different industrial
contexts of software development.
The topic of organisational SPI in the context of agile software development
teams includes many interesting issues to be further studied. For example, many
organisations still contemplate adopting agile software development
methodologies while maintaining their accomplished level of maturity. Thus, the
future research should address the relation between the dominating process
standards and agile software development. It can be expected that the ongoing
standardisation work of agile methodologies will raise unchartered perspectives
on this topic.
In addition, various different explanatory studies of testing theories – even from
an interdisciplinary point of view (e.g., pedagogical, educational or
psychological) – would be needed to provide an understanding of the learning
process that takes place within the agile software development teams conducting
iterative reflections, and within agile software development organisations
conducting bottom-up learning.
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